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BY ·CHUCK. SAMBUCHINO Cynthia Bellinger,.associate direc- · ·dents;' and···increasing technologi-
. Senior News Editor tor ·of studen't life and advisor to the cal and tutoring options on cam-
For'the last two years, there has Student Activitjes Council. · pus to better academic studies. . 
been only one Student Government Juniors Aaron. Tow~s,. Quentin · ' "Three tickets give you more_ 
Executive ticket to choose from. . Bowers and Laura Carnaghi are run- options which will draw more 'stu-
This lack of choices ·has gathered ning under the slogan: "It's Not dent· support b~cause you have 
much criticism from inside and out- What You .Can Do For Your Cam- choices," said Koester. •"Students 
side the SGA board. But this year, pus,It's What This Campus.Can Do. need to get out arid learn al:>out the · 
tlJanks to the current executives' ForYou."Thdrplatforincenterson candidates and make the decision 
motivational push, there are.three better networking and mentorfog they feel is best for Xavier." 
tickets campaigning for next Year. programs, the construction of a. As of this past Monday tat" mid- ... 
. · . d . . . 
Finally, stu~ .b . c·o mm u t er·· night, the promotion bombardment 
dents will have a '1ts een ·lounge and sci- · commenced. ·Since Tuesday at . 
choice as to whom frustratin_'ufior ence lab, and in- noon, campaigning has begun in 
they want at the o. ·creasing safety full effect around campus. 
highest . student students as well as.. o'n/around the . OnSunday'night, the tickets . 
ranks. Finally, · campus. have a three-hour ~indow to cam- . 
sides wili be' taken . people on the bpard .. J u n i 0 r s. paign door-to~door around the 
. and active mies as- · · · N a .t a s h a dorms and talk with students. 
sumed .. Finally, With the absence of Hamilton and Th6 afo~ementioned tickets' 
undergraduates · I · • ·h · Meagan .Quick· platforms are summari'zed. and 
will be put in a po- peopte r't!-nntng t. ese · and sophomore shortened. To hear the full range · 
. sition where they last two years. Im_ J.J. Gibson have of ideas and plans, a debate wm be 
must learn about chosen the slo- held on Monday Feb. 24 at 9 p.m. 
the candidates and · lookingfor_ward to gan "Pride. Pas- in the Gallagher Center. The unde-
make a c_hbice. · · · sion. Purpose." cided location will most likely be . 
'~Fina(Jy is . Seeing how Students Their platform · the atrium or in the GSC theatre. 
right," said senior ' "ll · k · h · " includes having Feb. 25 ~nd 26 will be voting 
Eric Rhodes: cur- Wt . ma e C OtCeS. students feel days. Stude.nts may cast their deci-
rent administra.tive · - Eric Rhodes, senior. more empowered sion at the roving voting table. The 
vice president. Administrative Vice and more inter- table willbelocated outside Kelley . 
"It's been frustrat- President, SGA c o n n e c t e d Auditorium from 8 a.m. untill noon,· 
ing for students as ------------ within the cam- at the Nieporte Lounge from noon . 
well as people on the board with pus; fighting againstall kind,s of dis:.. untill 2 p.m., inside th~ Gallagher 
the absence of people running crimination, and rearranging things Center from 2 till 4:30 p.m., and at .. 
these last two years. I'm looking to make new spaces for things stu- the cafe from 4:30 to 7 p.m. when it 
forward to seeing how students will dents want. will end on both days. 
make choices." "We want to stop the criticism Now more than ever, it's impera-
'.:the three tickets feature a di- and beconi~ more active in chang- . tive for students to take time to lis-
verse group. There are sophomores · ing things," said Quick. · ten to campaigns and attend thede~ 
and juniors running, ranging from Sophomores Paul Tqmich, Kate bate. The next 12 inonths of 
three years exps:rienc~ to no expe- Koester and Erica Grimm. are run- Xavier's student representation 
. rience. nirig with the slogan: "IfYouThink hangs in the balance _this next 
"I'm.excited about this because It, We Can' Do It." Their platform _ week; now.it's up to everyone to 
it will increase the involvement and focuses on iistening to.student con- take an active role and make a de-
· participation by the undergradµ~ . cerns and acting on them, celebrat- "cision. 
ates in the election process," said .fng the differences between stu-
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· .. A letter.from 
·Powel{ 
PAGE9 
"It's not what you can do for this campus,. it's what this campus 
. can do for you." 
Laura Carnaghi, LVF>; Aaron Towns, President; Quentin Bowers, 
AVP. . 
. . //If you think it; we can do it" . . ... 
·. Erica Grim in,· LVP; Paul Tomich, .President ; Kate· Koester, AVP 
PHOTos:q:iuRl'ESv OF CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
. "Pride.·· Passion. Purpose:' . 
JJ Gibson, LVP; Meagan Quick, AVP; Natasha Hamilton, 
. President · · 
SPORTS: 




Rubber suits don't 
make a good movie 
' PAGE 13 
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·Lonely Instruments for Needy 
Kjds is a project sponsored by UC, 
College of Conservatory of Mu-
sic, Alumni Board of Governors, 
and Buddy Roger's Music. For the 
past 10 years, this project has do-
nated instruments to children who 
are unable to afford their owil. 
This year's annual drive takes 
place March 8 and 9 at Kenwood 
Towne Center from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m; on Saturday and noon to 5 
p:m. on Sunday. Please donate any 
used musi~al instruments, which 
can be refurbished, at the booth 
in the Food Court on these days. 
Donations are tax deductible. For 
more information, contact Karen 
Tully of the. College-Co~serva­
tory of Music at 556-3142. 
· Battle of the Bands . . 
Students for Peace are hosting 
the best of Xavier student and fac-
ulty bands for a night of folk and. 
jazz music to raise money for the 
Service Learning Trip to El Sal- . 
vador. Dr. Paul. Colella and the 
Cheap Suits, Tom Sheibley and 
Megan Halverson, and· Crazy 
Ivan, a student band, wjlf all per., 
form, A donation-of $3 is sug~ 
gested, but bring your spare 
change. CDs will be for sale. 
Come join in Ryan's Pub on Fri~ 
day Feb. 21 from 8 to 11 p:m. and 
enjoy great mus.ic and good food.' 
For'. more i~formation; call Julie 




. CAMP.US N~S 
Xavier's campus tirings ·· 
···smiles to a neW<profe~Sor· 
BY LISA DEGENHART . · · She is most proud ofthe progress . "Everytimel walkon campus, l · tellectually chalienging." 
· Campus News Assistant Editor she has made .in .promoting diver~ · ·get a 'smile on my face," she· said. If she. had to give· advice to 
Xavier welcomes Judge An·n ' sity of gender and race in her field,·· 'Tracy loves the family atmosphere someone thinking ab~~t pursuing 
Marie Tracy as the newest full-time . She has had m~ny accomplish- · and the team approach takeri by the a career in law she says to take 
addition to this year's hiring. For the meilts, overcome many obstac!es. students and faculty. Tracy teaches courses that interest you. "Law 
last 14 years, she has served as a and forged her way into member- .. LawinaRegu- . . · schools are 
judge in the Hamilton County Court ship to many prestigious organi~a- latory Environ- looking. for 
of Common Pleas, General Division. tions. These include but are notlim- ment, which is ''Every time I walk people with 
She has been part of the adjunct fac- ited to the Black Lawyer Associa- iaw in business · ·. · · fe -•something to 
ulty here at Xavjer sinc,e 1999 in the tion of Cincinnati, Ohio State Bar and ethics.. on ,camp'f!,_s, I g~t asmi . . bring to the 
MBA program, and in.2001 she won. Association/ .Supreme Court of Among other on mryfiace. ". ... table. They 
the Dean's Adjunct Faculty, Teach- · Ohio:JoiritTaskForce,andtheNa- topics,itcovers ai:e ·not al-
ingAward. · · tional Association diversity and -Jm;lge Ann Marie Tracy ways looking 
Tracy, a . ofWomeri Judges. discrimina- Professor for people 
newlywed and Tracy grew up in ti on.. . that have ex-· 
mother.oftwo, Michigan arid Tracy says perience in 
is an accom- moved to Cincin- some of her most interesting class- law firms; I_t does help, but they 
plished; pro- . n~ti lb go to law room encounters are from students are also interested in your involve~ 
fess i o n al school.. Tracy has sharing their own stories. "It is in- inent in organizations, such as 
woman. She alwayshadaninter- · teresting to see how the student's HabitatforHumanity,"Tracysaid. 
has worked on ·. est in government . experience resonates with their "Play to your strengths and follow 
many research . and the social sci- claismates," she says. "Through dif- through." . . . 
studies such as "I:.he Ohio Supreme · · ences, so she decided to go into law.·.· ferences of perspective, there. is a . Her passion for learning and· 
Court Ge.nder Fairness Task force, because she felt it int~grated many. great deal to learri,''.. . . teaching is evident and she hopes 
Gender Bias in Evaluating and Pro- of the disciplines in which she was In her short time here, Tracy has many other students will be inter-
mo ting Judges,, the. Impact· of interested. · · found that her favorite thing about ested iipaking her classes here at 
Megan's Law in Ohio trial courts, and-. Tracy has·. been. thinking. of Xavier is the people. ,, . , Xavier. 
most recently the Ohio Courts Fu- teaching for a long time. and has ·"The st.udents_. and· faculty are 
tures Commission. decided.to come to Xavier.. . supportive and the atmosphere is in" 
Skyl.ine's triumphant ·retort) 
. BY CHUCK' SAMBUCHINO will be the fii:staddition in the case natur¢s- before 'it .was .submitted. Skyline to the pub and forgetting 
· Senior News Editor of good.sal_es. ·· · · Tomich was very· ad~antabout the the satellite cart w_· ill makep' eople 
When the Gallaghei"Center was administiatioriis quiCk'i:esponse to happy.: The faculty and staff of 
. After a long hiatus and many stu- erected, itbecame the pseudoccom~ a .growing student concern.. Xavier will utilize this; as well." 
dents voicing their concerns tO lis~·· mutei;-·founge arid unofficial chill' ''This is .a messag·e that the ad- The petition's success is a re-
tening ears, Skyline Chili is ex~ spot,:resulting in,pl~mmeting sales ministn1tiQn really cares.~about~e c;ent;:example of,stUg~Q.J:'V,Qjces 
pected back'in: actfon within t_he ·.from the Skyline· cart.· The push~ .. :·s.tudents an'ti istakirig.an.,.acliverc:ile . ;causing'" acti~n '.an·Ci iF.reiult .. 
coming months. Skyline has jetti- cart· had · · · ..... ·to. meet :con- Tomich confirni'ed his success 
soned the Hailstones Hall cart fr~m since been cerns,".' said should motivate other's to speak 
the overall operation and ~et sail for moved into . J'<;>µti~h. . .. about ~what they warit. done, . no . 
Ryan's Pub in the Gallagher Center.. Cintas _t_o ... Dan Yaeger, matter how far-fetched the concern. · 
Sophomore Senator Paul Tomich be utilized.· gene_ral man~ .Tomich's crusade is just one of 
has.been worki~g.to bring Skyline . during: the· ager of X:U's many senate projects taki.i:ig place 
back to.Xavier and adppted the task high traffic di!lirig ser- this year: Senate coordinatorjun-
as his senate projec~ for the year. of basket- vie.es; · and . ior. Natasha _Hamilton is enthusi- · 
"I got this idea just by listening ball games~ S .. y .l v i a · astic abou.t other upcoming 
to a lot of students who were upset . "I think Bessegato,· as~ projects tl:iat might have the same 
Earth care is hosting: a recy-
cling forum on Wednesday, Feb .. 
26 at 2_:30 p.m. in Alter Hall B 11 
to raise awareness about changes 
to Xavier's recycling program. 
Representatives from Physical 
Plant, waste removal services, and 
other staff, faculty and students 
involved will speak. A brief stu-
dent documentary will also ·be 
shown. Come voice your ques., 
tions, concerns, frustrations or 
any other comments. For more in-
formation, call Elizabeth at 631 ~ 
3286~ 
,.·.:,., ,. 
· when it closed," said°Tomich. '·'Cin- . ·one reason . . . so.ciate vice · success. ; . . 
cimiati is known for chili and I tliink people wanted it back so bad was president,. Dean of Students, were "SGA is here to listen to 
it should be a part-of our campus." because it's a very quick meal that . contacted throughout· th_~ -last f~w ~ople's concerns," said Hamilton. 
Film study 
The Racism and Reconcilia- · 
tion ·film s~udy continues this 
week. with prize-winning docu-
mentary "Long Night's Jqurney 
Into Day." This film follows sev-
eral South African Truth and Rec-
onciliation Ci!ses over a two-year 
· period. It .. explores the themes of 
conflict, forgiveness and renewal. 
The film and discussion· take 
place i~ Kelley Auditorium at 7 
p.m. on Thursday. 
Dan Flynn visits 
·· Xavier 
On Feb. 27, Dan Flynn, the au-· 
thor of Why the Left Hat_es 
America: Exposing the Lies that 
Have Obscured our Nation's 
Greatness, will speakat7:30 p.m .. 
in Albers 103. The event is CO"'· 
·sponsored by' the College Repub-
licans and Stuaents for America .. 
. To begin, the. pub wili. only be you can pick up while you'.re mov,. months and both.gave their consent "We want people _to take initiative 
serving coneys~ They plan to in- ing," said Tomich. "Everything's to Skyline's return. . and work with· us on things they 
crease their menu drastically, de- . ready to serve and people aren'tjust "Students really liked their.Sky-' want to see." 
pending on the d~mand from ·stu~ standing around whe11 they have to line and they wanted it back," said . Forinformation, call Tomich at 
dents. Skyline food \Vill be avail~ go somewhere.'·' Bessegato. "We ·fil.e always trying 924-8955 or Hamilton at 745-
able any time the pub.is open. Three~ A petition was circulated among . to provide the things that students 3995. 
ways (spaghetti, chili and chees.e) · studentS and gathered over 400 sig- want if it is reas~nable. Bringing 
Feb. 12 11:30 a.m. - Campus 
Police received an· auto accident 
report frorri a visitor to the Campus 
Police house who reported that he 
had· inadvertantly backed info' the 
window air conditioning 'unit in 
· Chief Michael Couch's office. · 
·Police.Notes 
Feb. 14 3:45 p.m. _:_ Campus 
PQlice arrested a juvenile who was 
.observed in the.CBJ\: computer lab 
using a Xavier~owned computer to 
fictitiousiy obtain several thousand 
doilars' worth of.services from a 
compail)' located fo Can~da: . 
Feb. 15 4:50 p~m. ·.:.,;,,:_ Campus 
Police received a th~ft report from 
an emplciyee who reported a suspi-
cious male SUOject Who' had JUSt St~­
len several bags from a hallway in 
Joseph Hall. A male student chased 
_ the subjectdown Dana Avenue un-
til the subject dropped ;the h,ags.: · 
Feb. 131:00 p;m, - Campus Feb. 14 8:40 p.m • ....:....·Campus Feb. 15 _7:50 p.m; ....:.... Campus · 
Police escorted ·a female non-stu"' · ·. Police received a harassment report Police received a theft report from 
dent from the books'tore after re- . from a 'resident student who re- an eniployee who reported an over-
ceiving complaints·. that she ·was ·ported several harassing phone calls'.· head computer projector had been' .. 
acting suspicious; . Investigation .. and derogatory comments· written stolen 'from Lindn·erHall. The pi:o-
revealed she had an extensive in markeron her door. ·. ·· .. jector.wasforcibly-renioved:' .: "·" 
criminalrecord, including several· · 
shoplifting offenses.. ·· .. · 
.-·· .. 
. ,:; . ... 
..:·.,, ' •I''' 
.. · .. ,., ···.'\• 
. . . 
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Pro-Choice an ontion at XU?? 
BY COLIN MC~ERMOTr . · pany; nearly 10 people ~~o. at- . "You nev~r know wh-l:tor . One group ~at is faculty-sponc ing importance of the sanctity oflife, 
Contributing Writer 
tended the meeting voiced pro-life you'll get," she said. sored is Students for Life. This and preach values of chastity and 
sentiments. · · · At the end of the meeting, one group, which works out of the Dor- abstinence. We. try to show the im-
On Monday, Feb. 10, flyers "I'm here to defend life any way female upperclassman offered her othy Day House, is a pro-life group portance of life from natural con• 
· appeared on the walls of Xavier I can," said a inale freshman. view oftheforuni. · · · that promotes just as much educa- · ception to natural. death," Geisler. 
University buildings asking,· Other students felt this was too "I appreciated hearing tion and awareness as Students for. said.· 
"Did You Know?" The questions · exclusive for an environm_ent of everyone's viewpoint, even if I · Choice. ... . Students for Life believe in be-
differed from flyer to flyer, ask~ higher learning.. didn't agree with it," she said. . Junior Stephanie Geisler, presi- ing inclusive to all, regardless-of ac-
. ing about birth ·control, pap . · "I came to Xavier for quality of The Stu_dents for Choice mem..: dent of Students for Life, was sur- tions or values. · 
smears, contraceptives, and abor- e.ducation, but my choices are just bership is roughly 30 and includes prised when she heard about- the "We. try and reach out to people· 
· tion. The flyers were hung by the that. Whatever choices I make, the both mafo and female, While the . Students for Choice flyers, and not that have been affected by abortion; 
Students for Choice group to pro- · university. should· he behind for a typical reason. to let them know that there are pro-
mote· a Reproductive Health Is- · me. Right now, as a w·oman, I "I thought some of them grams o'ut there, because we realize 
sues forum, which was held at 9 feel the university isn't be- · Students for were actua,ly surprising, be- there is so much emotion that goes 
p.m. on Tue~day, Feb: ( L hind me," said a Je~ale un- , . . . cause Ith ought some of them along with it,'' Geisler said. 
"We were very concerned 'derclassman. · Choice Mission · were like something we'd put Such pro-life sentiments are ~om-
with the lack of dialogue and ser~ When the topic of what ser- Statement: up. l'thought, 'Oh, those were mon at Catholic schools, which 
vices Xavier offered,'' said sopho- vices.the McGrath Health and · ·. · · ·. · th · . statistics we'd use'," she said, raises the question of how Xavier's 
· .. "We are a group· at 18 WhenStudents~orL1'"'efirr.·st· d · · · "' 1 b h · more Jackie Kaminsky,.member Counseling Center. should of- . . 11 11 ·a mimstratlon 1ee s a out avmg a 
of Students for Choice. "We felt fer cillne up, a male student · committed. to W()rking to . heard of Students for Choice, pro-choice group. 
opening a discussion to Xavier noted that Xavier University ensure. that every woman they waited to see what the But Students for Choice is barely 
wouid be a good way to· bring is a Catholic institution. . has the· right and access to group was about before they . four-months-old; and c:inly recently 
the issue to light and see what. "A Catholic school is not rriake personal decisions took a position. visible. Xavier president, Rev. 
actions· could be taken from the place to give someone a regarding the full range of · "We're really trying very MichaelJ. Graham, S.J., felt the ad-
there." condom," he said. · . · ·a . . · h . . . hard to undersJand this group, ministration does not know enough. 
· Ano· ther student noted the. repro uctive c mces, m-. d 'f h ' b h d d l' d Kaminsky was also willing to an see 1 . t ere s some way a out t e new group an ec me 
receive criticism and face poten- Xavier community's often- eluding preventing Uri.in-· we could w<;>rk together. We're comment. 
tial consequences. promoted diversity. · · tended pregnancy, bearirig trying not to take a radical Kaminsky fee.ls the forum was 
"Me, personally, I definitely: "Not. everyone who· goes· healthy children, and choos- standpoint," Geisler said. successful in spreading awareness 
. was; and as for.the group, we are. here is Catholic," ·said the inglegalabortion." .The .tvvci groups hope to about.Students for Choice, which 
willing to stand tip ·and.talk about male senior. meet sometime within the she hopes will branch into spread-
what we believe," she said. As the foruni was intended next couple weeks to discuss . ing awareness about the issues they 
The 30--plus students repre- · to promote education on such any mutual goals and to un- examine. 
senting many sides of the con- issues and for students to voiee pro-choice group ~s not faculty- derstand their different views. "We would very much'loveto see 
troversial pro"life/pro-choice is- opinions, one female underclass- . sponsored, that doesn't mean· it Students for Life promotes in- the c~mpus growing in awareness 
sue made . their views known. man described an experience she doesn't have faculty support. ·. ·formed decisions, ·offering informa- about these ·issues. The group as a 
Neutral students, who came to lis- faced. She attends college far from '·'There are professors- and that . tion on health services and coun- whole, obviously, would like to see 
ten; shared.experiences and ob-. home, where her,gynecologistis: woulcibemultipleprcifessors-that seling, while functioning from a . a campus that'is more open to per~ 
. servations as well. Because she chose to attend ·a col- support this group," said dr. sarah- pro-life philosophy. sonal decisions, because we're all 
"I'm here to support the sane- lege that does not offer certain ser- marie belcastro (sic), assistant pro- "We try to raise awareness about res pon sib le ad u I ts," Kaminsky 
tity of life,'' said a.male junior. vices, sbehadto go to the Planned fessor of th.e department ofniath- different life issl!es, like abortion . added. 
TJtat student.was in good co~- · Parentho<?d Clin,icfor a pap smear. · ematics a11d. c.omputer s~ience.. . . andeiltha~asia. Wc;-'re also premot- · 
BSCC Meeti11g·e(JtfCates·university 
·'"· - -,· .. ~ .. ·-~ 
BY CHUCK' SAMBUCHINO 
·Senior News Editor. 
Only after the sttify \\!~'relayed resolution nor vv~W it·c~anged. The .. it may not be a sensitive area, .you taken care of arid respected,'' said 
above the ranks tc>.:.G.~~h~m did · meeting was strictly ail opening of · still have to respect'the student." Graham. "Then we will walk the 
. The Black Student Concerns · ·. action take place. Tue· university :. commtmic~tion ·between students . Students spoke of concerns rang- walk as we t.alk the talk." 
Committee (BSCC), a sub-com-· president ord.ei:ed a·frace.ofl'the .. and .. faculty explaining c~ncerns ing from sentinel teachers hawk-. At the end of the night, a wise 
· mission of the Black Student As- student's phone tq locate:: the :~.a~otii itje: iriiltrbc-of Xavier's 'carii-· · ing oyer t!ierri during exams to an . query starte9 to form: Is Xavier . 
caller. Thi:di:ace was successful'. ptis: . . ...... ·"·· . inability to talk with professors due ready and .taking the proper steps 
going on,'' said senior Anthony 
Hudson, co~.drafter of the resolu-
tion and core -member . of the. 
BSCC. "Key figures that keep . 
the campus ru11riing were. at ~that 
ineeting; :Now they . 
have a better under- . 
. and the subject was identified. . ·. . The crowd/bfoke. up into · ·· · for the shifting -racial 
· "After I canie to hear-~bout the .. three g~o~ps so :that cil.aiogue · demographic popula-
issues that perco_Iated in. late No- could be initiated about' the "We're. st.· ill ·wor_kinu and. tion? Considering the 
vember and early December, I no-. resolution itself. The three . 6 minority percentage of 
ticed a11 tineas'fi:tess· feltin many group~ focluqed living and making progress'. °Weve spok~n Xll is quicl.dy escalat- . 
places,'' said Graham;-- :. · ' .. : cla!Jsrc:iom environments, re- · · .. · · · fog (116. percent in-
. Since then, the'C:'oinmittee was· cruitment -and retention', and -to SGA because wefael getting crease in :African-
crea:t~d and die· resolution ~rawn . procedure: and:' policy_; each senato.rs and. ·SACers b.ehind A.merican applicants 
up~ The· proclamat~on calls for one matching· a division of since just last year), 
many changes, including but riot .·the proposed decree~ . it is a solid stet> towards this university better 
· limited to the following:· Sm an• group. diSc;us'sions r be .. 
"The university institutes a race .. revealed many things.'" It was g a th eri ng m 0 men tU: m and ,"We're still working 
relations training at the summer, . explained that student RA's and making progress,'' 
orientation fortheResidentAssis- ·. ·· rec:eive.one session in diver- fighting . all kinds of. said .Hudson .. "We've 
tants and at Manresa. sity training whereas faculty . discrimination .. ,, spoken to SGA be-
"The university eliminates the are treated to even less. cause we feel getting 
EPU class and replaces it with a . Dr. Christine Anderson, co- . -Anthony Hudsori ·senators and SACers 
mandatory co~prehensive three- chair of the women's and, Senior· behind it is a solid step 
cre~it hour Race Relations class minority's studies, spoke towards gathering mo: 
that is incfoded' in ihe \J.'.eighted- about her take on the inad- mentum and fighting 
. equacy. "You can't assume the to comfort levels. . . all kinds of discrimination." , 
faculty knows everything," Dr .. Yvonne :rvic~oy,. assistant No matter how much'time it takes 
· standing of what 
life is like for .black · 
students:" . . 
The BSCC was . 
. ''/ noticed an -~rieasi.ness . "· 
-Rev. Michael Graham;S.J. 
she said. "There are things professor in the department of for the resolutio_n and its parts to be 
that we need to be trained to.. medicine, was adamant about not implemented, Hudson.is still certain 
.· be more sensitive.'' letting smaO instances go ignored. that this wiil be a steppiIJ.g.:stone for 
·Before last semester; there "Don't let tb.ese things go. I know other clubs. 
formed mo~ths ago was no Residence Life policy . psychodynamically every small "We have a great president who 
in response to ac- . . . that ,was geared specific:ally thing has meaning," she said. cares and is willing to work with 
tions taken when ·a ~tudent .was grading system.·· towards race situations and inci- If a Xavier student experiences anyo11r;: willing," saidHu.dson .. "We 
harassed. La.lit semester, a.first~ . '~The university p'iaces more dents. sexual harassment, there is a writ- want other clubs and organizations 
·.year student received multiple emphasisonAfrican-Americanca- Students vented frustrations ten, definite plan of action to deal to come together arid express their 
racist'threateriing phone .c!il_is reer opportunitie~ a~ Xavit'.r." , ·. · . about being singled .out in class with the situation. The consensus. concerns about Xavier, to. work bet~ 
from an unidentified harasser. De- · .·The-above examples are only a. when minority issues are discussed. .. among attendees was that a con-. ter hand-in~hand with adminisira-
spite taking proper 'steps in the .. fraction .of. the entire.resolutio.ri, "Just becausel'm .black doesn.'t crete policy also rieeds to be in tion and students to live up to the 
·chain of conunand when report- which the. BSCC hopes can be ap- . JEean .you ·can point me out," said . place concerning race issues; standard of excellence that this uni-. 
ing said incidents, nothing was proved· and in effect by.May 1, .'.sophomore Ayana Thomas; a "We want to develop a culture. versity b,as in i~ mission." . 
. done to stop the phone calls .. , 2003. There was no vote on the · _BSCC core member. "Even though .. where .. every student's concern is. 
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. . . . New Class survey · . . . . .. 
Senators Laure:~n 'F~e<:1dus ahd· De~v<:)ughn Mf)Ore~ \viii 6e:~.conduct­
·ing a Stl.tdent Senare "Ne~\v Class Survey''._Thisserni-sttrve,y is 
·.·geared :lo obtain studer1t feedbacl~ onthe .. /\caderY1ic .classes of-· 
· · · · ·· . f ered here <H xavief':. 
· Jus·t rear il out. fOI it out<:~r}d ret~.trn it tb \vin a prize. 
~ ..... · :· ......... · ...... ·--.• .. . ..................................................................................... . . . . . ·. .-~ .· . 
:. 1 . ·\vhat \Vas vour favorite class that \ ·ou htlve Jakert at xa- :· 
: · \,..ier tn.1ive1~sitv ihus far:? · · : · : ' . . . . .,.. ' . . ' .. . .. 
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: . vier ·University? . 
• . . ·. ·' . '. •' . . . 
·: · 4. \Vhc.it class \Vould ·you like to see <:fr Xavier University? 
: (Bf'. as cre<~~tive as possible) ... .. . 
• . 
: Narnc~: · . ... . 
: Phone Nurnber: 
' . . . . ·, 
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U.S. officals say little about effects of war 
.. ·, ' . ' ' . . . . 
BY WILLIAM E.· GIBSON U.S. strength andleadership, a_ kind He and. some strategic as a nation the notibn that: we go 
Knight Ridder Newspapers of modem-day gunboat diplomacy · plane& apparently see an American · to war· without any of these ques-
WASHINGTON;..,.-., All sorts of _ manifest destiny gone global, occupation that 'would draw to- · tions debated, let alone asked or 
· cynicai theories have been raised with an attitude. of "Don~fmess . gether leaders of today's Iraqi op- · aniiwered by th~ administration." 
· about the real motives behind Presi~ · with Texas." position to form a more democratic. Daalder noted that the Clinton 
dent Bush's relentless pursuit of a Others, notab.ly Powell; envi- nation, which in tum would encour- administration· sent 60,000 troops 
war against Iraq: siol1 a U.S. role as the agent for age moderate forces elsewhere and into Bosnia in 1995 believing they 
· CoJT1pleting hi~ father's unfin- democratic change in the Near East" .set off a chain-reaction of modem- would be withdrawn within a year. 
ished .business from the 1991 Per~ and beyond. · > i~atio_n ~ndprogressiv~ change. Yet eight years later, about 20,000 
sian Gulf War, creating a di~traction Many independent observers . "Th~re is a_nother approach out AmeriCan soldiers remain. 
froin · economfo troubles at home, · and some foreign leaders warn that·· there ii1 the administra-
rousing a patriotic cause, a rallying the United States shoul~ :resol:Ve ti on 'that basically says . · 
·point for the this debate and . regime change in Iraq is · 
· next presideri- folly explain its a good model fo~ other 
tial election. objectives to places in theregibn. Itis 
Secretary of "So even though allies and the amuchmoreforcefulap- .· 
State Colin .American pub- proach to transforma-
Powell · ap- _ there may be .some lie before mak- tion," said Kenneth M, 
peared to put diffi"cu· lt"_·e· 'S t'n· +he J 111_'S. fog a final Pollack, former director thesetheoriesto· " " "' aa.r plunge into ofPersianGulfaffairsat 
rest, at least in of' con+1ict,_ J th. ink war. Failure to. the National Security 
the minds of 'J ':I" think through Council and. now a 
much of the .there is. a/so . the. and debate the scholarattheBrooklngs. 
American pub- - consequences,· Institution. · 
lie and a num- possibi/lty that SUCCeSS . they fear, could . · Leaders from sur- · 
ber of skeptics l' J Ju .J l'I jeopardiZe the rounding countries· 
in Congress, COU a naamenta lJ' .war on terro.r- would welcom~ 
when he laid out reshane that reo:ion in ism arid prompt Saddam's removal, Pol-
the case for war T o· lasting resent- IackSaid, but they remain . 
before the U.N. . a powerful, positive ment, perhaps wary -of a strong U.S. 
Security Coun- ,, even~ re tali a- pres~nce as· conquerors 
cil this month. . way. . tion. oflraq. 
Powell ar- -·Secretary of State Colin A few "They say, Every-
gued"that U.S~ glimpses of the body knows Saddam 
objectives were administration's · Hussein is evil,"' Pollack· 
purearidsimple: thinking have. said."Butwhatwearere~·. 
oust Saddam Powell ·emerged. ally nervous about is · 
Asked ahout what are You going to. dq· · Hussein,. cut his 
·''That poses risks for American 
troops; for Israel, for Turkey, :for 
· Arab nation_s. It poses the risk of 
terrorism in the UnitedOStates, in~ 
eluding copy-cat crimes." 
Through most of its short his-
tory,· the United States has. been re-
luctant to establish a global em-
pire in the Roman or British tradi-
tion, preferring hit-and.:run .inva-
sions while setting up 
military bases and dis-
pensing the balm of 
foreign aid. · 
A lengthy occupa- . 
tion oflraq, ~long with 
commitments to re-
build Afghanistan and 
patrol other parts of 
the · world, would 
thrust the United States 
into a more imperial 
role, like it or not. 




lieve it is high time for 
the United States to as-
. . sert itself in _world af-
. fairs and not be shy 
about flaunting its 
military superiority. 
Bush himself, as a 
candidate i 2000, de-
plored "nation build-
ing," arguing that the 
United. States should 
ties to terrorist groups, liberate the · 
Iraqi people from his brutal regime 
and destroy his capacity for inflict-
ing dangerous weapons oil the rest 
of the world: 
potential fallout from U.S. occu~ ·· here."' CHUCK KENNEDY intervene sparingly in 
pation of Iraq, Powell, after return-: The answers -to this . Pre$ident George W. Bush responds to media trouble spots abroad. 
ing from the United Nations, urged , .. 9uest.ion and a streain of . _,question_s about Iraq arid th~. United Nations. . . Bu~ the terroi:ist at-
An unanswered questi9n, and 
perhaps a finalcause for pause on 
the way to war, remains: What are 
·the long~term objectives of a U.S.-
. led invasion, assuming military vic-
tory. w_hat are we fighting for, once 
the fight is won? 
U.S. officials; while planning ex-
haustively for the occupation of 
Iraq, have ·been nearly .silent about 
what happens next, partly because 
of competing visions wi~hin the 
administration. 
Some envision a bold show of . 
th~ §en~teForeignAffairs Commi~~ ; .. :R!~~!;~_RR~l~~;4~~~!"1t!1.~.:,'·f~>~.·:>'.·.t/:~·~ ., ' -( -/ ::§;:'.;:,,~~>~ y ;i . , · • tacl(s of 20Pl com-
tee· to balance potential problems' .wllether .Bush 1s able to hne up a·. · .. · Some cnt1cs, mcludmg Sen. pelled the comm!}nder~in-chief t9 
against the advantages of ridding · broad coalitio~ of.enthusiastic al- · .Bob.Graham, D~Fla., fear an inva- take up that risky task. 
the world of Saddam. . lies. . . sion of Iraq.would draw. attention "This· -is the . real test of this 
"So even though there may be . · "How long are we going t0 be and resources away.from the wider adminisration,'t said David Kay,. 
some difficulties in the days ofa there?Whatisitgoingtocost?Who war againsftei:rorism~.and_some theformerU.N.chiefmiclearweap-
conflict or even in the months af- is going to be with us? What is the warn that it could prompt terrorist ons inspector in Iraq. "I think they 
ter a conflict; I think there is also lorig-term strategy? How many. acts; have benefited from seeing what 
the possibility that success could troops do we need? What are: we go-. "It could backfire," said Bruce· happened in. Bosnia, what hap-
fundamentally reshape that region . ing to do with Israel and.Palestine?" Jentleson, ·a ·former arms negotia- pened in Kosovo and Afghanistan. 
in a powerful, positive way that asked Ivo H. Daalder, a National Se- tor in the Middle East and State .. But I_ think it is a worrying ~xperi-
will enhance U.S. interests," Powell · ctirity Coun~il ·official during the · Departmenfplanner. "It could feed ence." 
testified, "especially if, in the af- . Clinton administration. negative reactions in other parts . "We'll see if they get it right 
termath of such a conflict, we are "Frankly, tflis administration has of the Middle'East and inspire ter- · this time. They~d better. The stakes 
also able to achieve progress on . been completely and totally silent roristS who are enemies of modern- are a lot highe.r." ·· · 
the Middle East peace." on this· issue. And we cannot accept i~ation. · · 
' .. ··. . . . . 
WO.RLD BRIEFS 
allo~ one member to ·change . its . . Gree~stock met yesterda)'. to plan · Secu;ity Coin1~iL resolution ap-
. rules of procedure and sai~ ·the" the ccmtentand'titning of t~eir reso~. peared dim with F:rericfl President 
United States was using flimsy pre-· . lution, rio\lV expected to be circu- Jacques C~irac saying yester~ay 
Compiled by: Renee·Hutchison · Source: UN Wife texts to faunch a war against lated.late tomorrow following two tha(France would noLallow .any \ 
·Like Iraq, Iran has also given up days of debate among non-Security · resolution tha,t ·explicitly"· autho-
its turn att~e presidency oftlie con--. -Council ·_members .• More· than 40. · .rizoo war against Iraq.at this time~ 
IRAQ GIVES UP after u:.s. Assistant Secretary for , fereilce. That means India, which nations have:signed up to speak at U.S. -officials· said they hoped 
- ROTATIONAL . Arms Control Stephen Rademaker currently holdstlie·post; will befol- .. an'. open se~sion beginning . this af- • that a. car~fully. crafted resolution 
PRESIDENCYOFU.N. · · : addressed the·conference and said .~lowed by Iridonesia:and then Ire- ternoon. . 'could receive.coun:cil support. 
. CONFERENCE it would be "unacceptable" to the land. ..... The sessiOn, which 'was sched~ The resolution would restate that 
.. • United• States . ·~arid should . be. un:. . · : .... '.file Confot~h~e_ on.Dis!lfll1arrient ·. ·· · uledto· begin this tlioming, ·was de-'·. · Ifaq remains iiI irtaterial breach ·of 
· . Iraq . has· excUsed itself. acceptable to all supporters of the was formed in 1979 and has·ne~oti-· Jaye~ until this ·afternoon due to its' obligations; officials _said. 
from assuming the-presidency of the . [conference]" for Iraq to assume the . atedmajor disarmament agreell1¢nts; . : hea.vy snow. in New . York.· ..• South I11 . addi~ion,. it would pfobably 
· U ... N . C o n· f e i e n .c o n . pre.sidency as scheduled; Jn. his including· the Nuciear Nonproiif• Africa,·ori beh~lfofllie Nonaligned call for Iraqto perform specific 
Disarmament next month·, Associ- · speech on Thursday, Rademaker eratioriTreaty and the Cori:l.prehen- Movement, had requested a public. · tasks in the next two weeks.to dem-
. ated Pr_ess reported .Sunday .. Iraq's focused on the Iraq and North Ko-. sive Test Ban Tre~ty. . councjl · debate. for. non-council . onstrat~ thatitis cooperating with · 
scheduled.turn at the rotating posi- . rea crises, saying ihe United States ·. . .· . . •. . . . ·.. members •to express th . . u N . t . ffi . I . d 
tion had . was m_ aking every. 'eff. Ort to find . U.S.,,U~K; PLAN NEW . . .. e1r views on . . ,mspec ors, .0 1c1a s Sal . 
·RESOLUTION . d1epossibleuseofforceagaiiistlraq Those tasks W()uld.include.al_Iow~ 
Iraq's.U.N . .Mission told Secre~ · multifateralist soIUtions to both · · · . .. . : · . · . · . . ·. and the benefits of the weapons in• ing· U.N. inspectors.to interview 
tary General KofiAJ!nan Friday that situations:. Regarding Iraq, he said, · • . -The United· States and United· · spectfons. · Friday's .·meeting,. ·at · scientists<pri\,ately,Odesitoying 
Baghdad had sent a letter to the the United States would only take. Kingdom intend· to press forward . whfoh U.N. Mollitonng,Verification missiles determined Iruit week to 
.. world .body saying Iraq would not ·. action '~in coalition. with a· .large . ·this week with a IiewU;N." Secprity · · ahd_Inspectioil~ Coriunis~ic;n chief . have ranges exceeciii\g:-u.N;Jim:. 
be assuming the month-Imig presi- gro\lp oflike~minded nations;. NC> · Council .resolutiC)n_ ~~thqrizi;ng '. · Ha~s Blix and Interriaticm~IJ\,tomic . . its, ·and um_:onditioria!Iy·perinitting · 
dency of the international body that doubt.\vords willbe found· to de- . f()rce agamst.Iraq,:.desP.~t~:lll~s~y~ Energy Ag~hcy, he,ad Mohaine~ ' _U:l'-J. surv'¢illan~e. fligQts. con~ 
. strives· to limi~ arms. proliferation ·.sc~ibe. those who remain- aloof·, l'eace demon.sti:atJ,cms .. 'J'r'.Orld'~'.,lcie ... :EIB,ii!a<lei presented_.theif ,latestre~. , ducted: by·U.S:~ J~tench and Rus~ 
. worldwide .. rfaq was scheduled to. from this coalition~ ·but Orie te~ . over theweekend :and :th~ exp~cJ~~ · .•.• ports; iriclude<fcom.P,ents only from.·· ' ·siim.aircraft . . .·. • ... . _· . ·· ... · . . 
·!6~;. wh~;:~~t~!:: ~lp~:tei~:~;~ · • :;~~t-~o~tTd~~Iy~i~h~o~be us~ : -;~:_ s~.~ti-~o~~;~~~~~~;;ic,:il. t~~~ ·: -~;o.~~--.~.J~t:t:s_rs.~:_·,._i~i~~4o.·j~u_·~;:}_-'b.·~. :~Um_._x•_~k_· ·~h_ .. ~. ::::l:.}_~.th. i.·~n.~ .~~. 
. through the co11forenc¢~~ 66 mem- . •'mpltil~te~alist,'::·.:he said .. ·.. · · .. · U :S~ Ainbassador'~<;>. th~ IJn~te4· · ·tries planfo speak,·wtucfrmeans.·the·· .·•· .. c)ffic::ials Fnday._Jo_'ilO\vfog:his, lat-
her nations, on March 17: In response~ a'representative of · Natio_ns John Negr(>p(>nte _anc(llis debate will continue into toniort_ow> . ~st Security:C~uncilbrieflrig.' 
The announcement ~ame a day · :Ii-aq saidthecoriferencesliould.riot British · couriterpart ·,'Jeremy · Prosj>ecti;<for passage ofll new .... · ·. ·. : ·•·· ' :/ ·'. · ;:· ·: .· ·· 
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There is no other time in the past, students were allowed to sign 
. academic year when rumors fly other students up without these re-
around more than during housing quiremeilts; however, Res Life will 
selection of spring·semester. We. be more strict in enf~rcing their 
at the Newswire would like to set policy this year. 
everyone straight with some in for- Current freshmen shouldn't be · 
mation about housing that.comes worried about insufficient space for 
straight from the Office of Resi- them on campus. Rooms are re-
dence Life. served for freshmen in Bueng~r. 
Housing selection for the 2003~ Kuhlman, Husman, substance-free. 
04 academic year begins on Feb~ University Apartments a~d all t\'y'o-
24 at 1 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. bedroom apartments in the Village. 
Students with full scholarships » This is the first year Village apart-
may choose where they live at this men ts will be. available for freshmen. 
time. The upperclassmen housing, If a freshman has a 3.0 GPA or better 
for current juniors and ~opho- and no incidence reports, they can 
mores, begins at 2:30 p.m. Cur- apply to live in the Village. 
rent freshmen sign up on March There are spaces in Buenger for · 
11. honor students; half of the students 
Stations will be set up in the in the suite must be part of the.hon-
Alter Hall lobby for student's con- ors program to do this.' 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR -
Time to speak 
venience. Students will be 'di-· There are options for stm;lents Oscar Romero once remarked; United States, Iraq and the world 
rected to .the first station, where who don't have anyone to live with "Each_ one of you has .to be. a will still face the same death and ·' _;. · '.' ·· ,, 
they can fill out student contracts . next year.· The first optionL~sfitohgo to prophet." He. meant each person destruction war brings. As students ,· :.,.'P~'~,D~C!',· < ·.·· ··· ..... , :> • , ..•.. · .. 
and other paperwork. At the sec- ·the Office of Residence 1 e ouse_ had· to speak out for those who and citizens, we have both the privi- ·;'•:When Iwasin:tc>'s~yo1ifO,ra 
ond station, students will be put and fill out ii roommate question- cannot speak and advocate for lege and obligation to continue ex- ~ki.ilil'.if~~ti~.i~yotic'a1j~d.ita:ru:. 
in their· correct numerical order naire. There is also a list in the Com-· justice for those who are deprived amining this ~otential war- and its '. fuiic1C.·Wliatis tit~t?· i<ion'thave, · ~~ :7:~~:;;~r~s: ~;~:~:f :£;~{~:!~~~~ · :l; ~;~:::~!h::;;:o~~: :!::~~:~~, ~~ ~0::~=~~'. ~!~klt~~y~·~·f ·;· 
~~~:~~~~:~7E:~~f n~~ ~:rr; :~·;::,,i~.;eu:
0
:~y:~·~e:: .. ~L:~;~h:: --,-,-Ti_'h_e_1i_'e_.t -s-.-n-... o--.,-,o-_: -n-~-r:-r SY1~~~~~;!~~:~ :;~·t~t~r~~ij~~~~.~· 
J~~~at~~!~~~~~~~of::~;~~~~~~~ !f;~:o~a~!:~~J'!!1t~; ~;ii~~~i ~;!~f;::edn~; . the dialogue and.. frr{ tim~'~ii!p~c- :19c~1i.z~W~~a)>f:i.11f~~ti()~; ..... ~}c,h 
=~:;;,f d~;,~::nfi:~;e and '0 ~=~~~:~ ~!:. l~c;~:, "!, 3i,;~ . !~~!~:" ~v!:; reflection there was ~~iE~· ::!; · ;~;;l,\}l~tij>,~~;wto)oW;J~~ 
~£ ==~:::ii.~~i·?.i ~::~~;'.;:,~:~::~.be on a fi~t- . ~;;~l~~r:~:~ b;:: :::mn::;:he :~2~±:!ilii~ ··1~~~;~~~1*1.~~ 
dence Life and pick up a proxy Whenthew!lf · ,, the country's . ::~igned,Wlle.~~are:~ :. 
form and a housing contract. The on Iraq first ap- war. leader and not the 
absentee roommate needs to fill peared on the . population. yYe >.l)~arRideShare, . . . · · · · . 
out the forms and provide their stu- horizon, there was no shortage of could pressure Saddam fo leave his .. . It \vould b~ unustjal: ·carpid 
dent ID to their ~oommates. In the voices and perspectives on the war. . country in exile. •·. ttirtrtekis du~,.tp:coriipressfon of 
COPYRIGHTi003 : CIRCULATION 3,500. I remember nearly everyone hay- However, none of these alterha- themedianrierv~inth~wrist.His · 
EdUo,-in-Chief & Publi•he< MELISSA MOSKO :~~'.::a.::~:~~e 0::·~:;,,~:;: ~:·~o;o;~~~:b:~\'.:." ;.n::'. ~i,~)€":~~w.~~:=J~::: 
. Managing Editor ANTHONY MOSKO ment of war rhetoric we have been not allow ourselves to drown in the 'It tan produc~ pain an~ numbness 
Ad~::r~;::; ~:~:;:~ · ~I~~\~:=R ~:c~~~~;r::~:~ ~;~h:a~;u;~~~ :;~::!is~:~:~;~~:;~~c~0:~ j~·~e,~a~~-~-::._· ,, .. . ·.:.,> 
Advertising Assistant RENEE HUTCHISON may be in ournear future; There is justice. . •'\. ':j;~~:'i)'6;,:, ," ::· , "· < · ": · 
Adviser MIKE KAISER no longer the dialogue and reflec- I am challenging inyseif and the . .' ''i it~ve .iiaggots m'my cut! No, 
ti on there was when Ol!r nation Xavier community to do just that. ireali;! ;;yyl!,a~~i~ 't}ie: ~eal~ :W,#h 
began discussing the war. We must speak for justice and be a :ID.aggo(th~r~py? ll,o,t}}eyrea}ly 
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Opinions and Editor,ials 
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MICHAEL MAL YCKY 
Online Editor · 
SIBVEWEISSENBURGER 
On the· Web: http://www;xavier.edu/newswir~ 
Tht Xavitr Ntwswire is published weekly through-
out the school year. e•cept during vacation and final 
e•ams, by the students or Xavier'Universlty; 3800 Vic-
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129. 
. The statements and opinions or Tht Xavier News-
. Wirt are not necessarily those or the Student body, faC• 
ulty or administration or Xavier. The statements and 
· opinions or a columnist do not necessarily renect those 
· or editors or general staff. 
Subscription rates are_$30 per yearw $15 Jl'.'r se-
mester within the USA and are prorated. SubscrlpUon 
Inquiries should be directed to Melissa Mosko, S 13· 
745-3067. . 
·AdverUslng lnqlllrles should ·be directed to Lisa 
Warner. Advertising Manager. 513-745-3561. 
One copy or The Xavi~r Ntwswire, distributed on 
campus, is free per person per week. A<ldilional copies 
are 25 cents. 
Xavier u·niVersily is an ac.ademic community com-
mitted to equal opportunity r?r all persons. 
The fact that we have been de~ voice for the voiceless. Each one Of 'do:thatfShouldT~ome upf~r' a 
sensitized to a war does not change us has to be a prophet. · 
its reality - our government is . -Tim Donahue 
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As the time approaches for 
spring or summer breaks;. many 
coilege students are getting 
ready for that much-anticipated . 
of this risk as they are e~joying 
· their time abroad. 
. trip abroad; Most will have a safe 
and enj9yable adventure, but for 
some, the trip will be a nightffiaie. 
A number of ruined vacations are 
caused by one or more of the fol: 
lowing: drugs, alcohol and dis-
orderly behavior. 
Befog arrested is ·not the only · 
thing that can happen on a foreign 
vacation. Young Americans Mve 
suffered injury or even death from 
automobile accidents, drownings . 
and falls, iri addition to oth~r mis-
haps. While these accidents are 
some.times· chance occurre!Jces, · 
Il'!any are caused by alcohol or drug 
abuse. 
Sadly, other America~s ~ave· 
Each year, more. than 2,500 
American citizens are arrested 
.abroad. - . about half on narcot7 
ics charges, including possession 
of very small amounts of illegal 
substances. A drug that may be 
. ll!".C?~n:1.p~d or/pbbed·because they· 
have found themselvesin unfamil" .·· 
iar locales or are incapable of exer- · 
cising prudent judgment while un-
der. the influ-legal in one 
cou_ntry may not 






may be unaware 
of the laws, cus-
toms, or stan-
dards of the 
country they are 
visiting. 
------------· ence of drugs or 
''Eachyear, more·. alcohol. 
Remember: 
·than 2,500 reckless behav-
ior while in an-
American citizens are other country 
.. arrested abroad- . . can do more. 
.than ruin your 
about half on vacation; it can . 
land you in a 
narcotics charges, foreign jail or 
inclu(i,ing possession ~~~;e~:t~!~~s~ 
o-l'very· small amounts saf~,'f~n trip,. 
'J · · . . · . ·. · avmd nsky be~ 
Besides 
drugs, _alcohol 
can also get U.S. 
citizens in 
trouble abroad. 
of illegal substances. " ·havior and be-
. . · . . · come familiar 
with the basic 
Students have been arrested for laws arid customs ofthe country 
being intoxicated in public areas, you, plan to visit before you travel. 
for underage drinking, and for · To obtain more foformation about 
drunk driving', Some young traveling abroad, check the Depart-
Americans go abroad assuming ment of State's Web site at http:// .· 
that local auth_orities will over- traveLstate~gov/studentinfo.htmL 
look such conduct. · For further foformation conta~t: 
. Many believe they are im-. 
mune from prosecution in foreign 
countries because they areAmeri-
c·an citizens. The truth is that 
Americans are expected, to obey 
Bureau of Consular Affairs Office 
·of Public Affairs 
all of the laws ofthe tountrfos 
they visit, . and those who breilk 
these laws sometimes face severe 
penalties, includirig .prison sen-
terices. 
. Disorderly or reckless behav- , · 
ior:is also to beav,oid~d.'1n.m~ny 
countries, col1ductthat. wouid 
n~t resultiri an arresthere in ·the ; ... 
United States c~hstifutes a vio-
httion ()f locallaw.Jfis crucial. 
that you~g Americans be aware · 
Press Inquiries: 




toll free (888)407-4747 
-Colin .Powell 
Secretary of State of the 
.. ·. United States ·{jj America 
LETTERS TO ·THE EDITOR-
_:;;)It's your choice ~ 
~'Not now or ever after." This was It is imperative that Xavier stu- tice. Poor women suffer the most 
die response g'iven to a student dents, whether sexually active or from lack of reproductive health 
when she inquir.ed about the avail- not, have convenient access io con- · optiOn!i. From lack of health in-
. ability of contraception; specifi~ traception,' sexuality education, surance to restricted family ·plan-
.· cally co~doms, at Xavier's Health annual gy,necological exams, and ning, poor women and girls in the 
and Counseling ·Center. STD/HIV testing. · United States and across the world· 
Knowing unplanned pregnancy Pro-choice is moral. One group carry the burden of these dispari-
is highest among 18- and 19-year- ties. ·· 
old women and realizing two- Pro-choice honors individual 
thirds of all new cases of STDs af.: ~full ranue 0 .f' rights. Far from being an outland-
fect people between 15 and 24, we 0 ' '} ish, radical demand, reproductive 
are deeply concerned about the re- information and rights protect human dignity and 
productive health of Xavier stu- autonomy, among the founding 
dents. services is essential principles of our nation. 
We are even more troubled fl · k • h l h The diafogue aboufchoice on 
when our federal and state govern- or ma tng ea t. ry campus is an important first step . 
ments advocate· abstinence-only ·•· '·rehroductive IIowever,.the fack ofteproductive 
sex education in our schools, re- 'r health services on Xavier's cam-
strict health insurance coverage for decisions. " pus, as well as the reality that some 
contraception, withdraw funds fo'r college students engage in higli-
international family planning and risk sexual behavior,,calls for a 
construct barriers for women to. cannot impose its morality on the more proactive approach to ad-
obtain safe and legal abortion. For whole of society; Rather, we are dressing these issues. 
these reasons, we are pro-choice. morally and legally capable indi- -Allison Clary and Nichole 
Pro-choice· promotes good viduals who should be entrusted to Moorman 
health. A full range of information make 'informed decisions about our Students for Choice 
an9 services is.essential for mak- own reproductive health . 
ing healthy reproductive decisions. Pro-choice promotes soda! jus~ 
Women's. rights pioneer 
. advocated life ft 
February 15 marks the birthday 
of Susan B. Anthony, pioneer of the 
Women '.s Rights _Movement in this 
country. While Women's Studies 
programs have become a staple at 
colleges anq uniyersities across the 
nation, including XU~ most stu-
. dents in these·programs never even 
hear or read about the views of the 
early women's rights campaigners 
when it comes to abortion. They 
would be understandably shocked 
to see how far afield 'today's femi-
nist establishment has drifted from 
its roots. 
One needs only read Anthony's 
... original works to discover that 
"Miss A," as she .was affectionately 
known, not only opposed abortion, 
but also celebrated motherhood. 
. She editorialize~ against abortion 
in her publication, "The Revolu- . 
· tion," which referred to it as "child 
· · murder" and "infanticide." Miss A 
was equally ad!lffiant in refusing 
lucrative advertisiilg income from 
promoters of a patent-medicine 
abortifacient. Her uncompromising 
stand led to significant revenue 
losses for her paper. 
"Susan B. Anthony 
... not only opposed 
abortion, ·but also 
celebrated 
motherhood " 
Miss A's colleague, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, reflected the collec-
tive sentiment of that early women's 
movement when she 'wrote: "When 
we consider that women are treated 
as property, it. is ·degrading to 
women that we should treat o~r 
children.as property to be disposed 
of as we see fit." 
Another of Miss A's contempo-
raries, Victoria Woodhull, was the 
first female presidential candidate 
who likewise abhqrred abortion 
.and stated unequivocally, "The 
rights <?f children as individuals 
begin while yet they remain the fe- · 
tus." 
The "Susan B. Anthony List" 
that proudly bears her name, works 
to elect pro-life'women to office all 
across America. For more informa-
tion, visit these Web sites: www.sba-
list.org and www.feministforlife.org 
-Kathleen Banaszak 
10 week of FEBl~.UARY 19, 2003 SPO\lTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
-BRIEFS 
Steve Metzger, Editor 




Sato's · record-breakigg range 
.. . overwhellnS Rams ·.· ... 
The X-treme Fans will now be 
showing all the m·en's basketball 
away games in Ryan's Pub. X-treme 
Fans members wearing their t-shirts 
will receive special discounts on 
food and drinks in the pub. The first 
game wiH be thi~ Wednesday, Feb. 
19 vs. La Salle. The next one will 
be Saturday, Feb. 22 vs. Dayton. 
. They will not be showing the game 
·on Feb. 26 vs. Duquesne due to 
scheduling conflicts. TheA-10 tour-
nament games wili also be shown 
for those not making the trip to 
Dayton. 
There will also be an event at 5 
p.m .. before the women's basketball 
game in the basementof Kuhlman 
Hall. The event is titled "Around 
the World," due to the women's bas-
ketball team representfog sever.al 
countries and will feature food from 
around the world. The first 40 stu-
dents in attendance will reeeive spe-
cially-designed t-shirts. 
. BY STEVE METZGER 
Sports Editor 
Rhode Island never knew what · 
hit them. Trying to keep senior 
David West out of the scoring after 
his 47-point performance against 
Dayton last week, .the Rams could 
not stop junior. Romain Sato who, 
on the strength of nine three-point-
ers, scored 34 points, leading the 
Musketeers to a 93-70 win at a sold 
out Cintas Center Saturday after-
noon. 
The Musketeers jumped out to 
a 15-2 lead and never looked back, 
dominating the Rams in all catego~ 
ries and going into the locker room . 
at the half, leading 39-24. 
Though the game was Xavier's 
from the beginniilg, ~Sato. wasjust 
warmi}lg up. At the half, Sato was 
three for seven from behind the arc. 
At the end of the game; he had shot 
nine of 16 and bested the school° 
record for threes, a record he had 
. " . . 
set two years ago as a freshman also.· reboundedthe Rams, 50-
against Rhode Island. 36 .. 
The Musketeers continued to Even though Xavier 
play a balanced offense even with was in control- of the 
the great individual performance of game from the tip, the 
Sato; West scored 26 and junior An~ Rams did make an effort 
thony Myles had 13. West contin- to come back, bu~ they. 
ued ·his clutch shooting from the could not stop the hot 
free-throw line, going 12-15. hand of Sato. Sato scored 
Freshman Dedrick Finn set a ca- 22 of his 34 points in the 
reer-high for assists with 11. Se- second half and sealed 
nior ·Lionel Chalmers started his the vi~tory for the Mi.ls-
first game at point since comfog keteers, 
back from a Dec. 31 foot injury The Musketeers have · 
against Creighton. He was wel- improved to 18-4. overall 
corned back to the starting.lineup and 9-1 in conference. 
by drawing two quick fouls, one Bot.h ESPN/USAToday · 
right after the tip. and the Associated Press 
West grabbed 16 rebounds in the have ranked Xavier 14th 
effort and has 63 double-doubles in their respective polls. 
for his career, which_ is just six stiy ·The Musketeers now eni-
of the school record held by Tyrone bark on a brief road trip 
Hill. West's rebounding effort was to La Salle today and then 
indicative of the total control of the to Dayton ori Saturday. 
boards by the Muskies, as.they out-
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA 
junior Romain Sato made nine threes as 
the Musketeers defeated Rhode Island. Boothe makes.A-10 
history 
Sunday, freshman Tara Boothe 
received her ninth Atlantic 10 
Rookie-of-the-Week Award and has 
won- the last seven consecutive 
Muskies drop ·season opener 
weeks. Boothe's nine awards set a BY· STEVE METZGER 
new Atlantic 10 record after tying Sports Editor 
the record which was held by former Junior Alec Moss provided the 
St. Joseph's $tandout Susan Moran. offensive spark, hitting two home 
Boothe averaged 20.3 ·points · runs in two games, but it proved to 
and 12.3 rebounds in three Xavier be not' enough as the Musketeers 
victories. Against George Washing- fell to the Buccaneers of East Ten-
ton Boothe set career-highs in both nessee ·State in Sunday's double-
scoring and rebounding with 31 header after Saturday's games were. 
point!? and 19 rebounds in the four- canceled due to rain. 
overtime thriller. The baseball team falls to 0-2 as 
In th.at same game with· GW, they opened their season on the 
Boothe, along with senior team- road and now travel to Lipscomb. 
Senior 
starter Adam 
J ah n.s e.n 
c r u i s e~tl . 
. through five 
innings be-
fore ailowing . 
the leadoff 
batter · to 




· se.cond and 
third, ETSU 
pitched. He also struck out six and 
walked three. 
won the S U 
game. : off ET U 8, X 3 
C r o w 1 e y Xavier fell to ETSU in the sec-
wi th a RBI ond game of a doubleheader on 
single to left Sunday by a score of 8-3. 
field by Jor~ The Buccaneers scored three 
d a· n · . runs in the first and two in the sec-
Abromovitz, ond off senior starter Jarret Sues. 
scoring Mike . Sues settled down over the next 
Giroud from two innings and Xavier got one run 
third. back. on the second solo home run 
mates Reetta. Piip~ri and Amy 
Waugh, tied an NCAA record for 
m?st minutes played in a game with 
60. 
ters, Jahnsen Jahnsen in as n:iany games by Moss to lead . 
. ETSU 6, XU 5 (11 IN) loaded the started the off the fifth inning . 
West wins national 
award 
. The baseball team opened their bases, surren- game for xU · ETSU then scored another two 
2003 season with a 6·5 loss in 11 dering a and threw · in the bottom of the fifth off Sues. 
innings during the opener of a single arid a PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER 510 5 .2 innings Sues surrendered seven runs on 
doubleheadel' against East Tennes- hit batter. Junior Alec Moss hit two home. runs . and was cred- eight hits in five innings pitched. 
see State. Senior in two games on Sunday. ited with Freshman Ma:rk Grissooi came 
The Muskies jumped to a 4-0 Kevin Crowley canie in from the three earned runs on three hits, strik- out of the bullpen for.the final in-
lead with a run in the second offa bullpen and walked in a run before ing out six and walking three;.· ning of the game and gave up one 
Senior David West wa~ honored solo home run by Moss to left cen- allowing a three-RBI double, send- Crowley was charg.ed with the run on two hits and struck out two 
this past weekend during theABC- ter field and three runs in'the third ing the game to extra innings. loss after allowing three runs, two in his collegiate debut. 
TV games as this week's UBS inning. With two outs and runners on earned on six hits in ~ve innings 
PaineWebber"Senior-of-the-Week" 1-------------..-------...... ----------------------------......;-------. 
The award 
0
is based on athletics, 
academics and community service. 
West has volunteered his time on 
numerous occasions in the commu-
nity, inclUding this past week when 
he visited with and read to a group 
·ofK-6 elementary school children. 
Men's soccer wants 
you 
The meri's soccer team is' hold-
ing open tryouts for next year's 
squad, Tryouts will be held March 
18"21. The tryouts are open to full-
. lime Xavier' students orily. Men 
who want to tryout' must .be. there 
on the 18th. 
• Anyone interested in tjing out, 
meet in the locicenoom at 3 p.m on 
March 18. and come prepared to· · 
play.· · 
][ 
Wednesday, Feb. 19. 
* Men's Basketball at 
La Salle at 7 p.m. 
Friday; Feb. 21 • 
* Men's.tennis vs .. 
Indianapoiis at 4 p.m. 
~ GreatAmerican Rifle 
Conference Championship· 
. . · at9a;m; 
* Women's BasketbaH;Vs •. · 
. St. Bonaventure at 7 p,.'8:. 
* Baseball at Lipscomb• · ' 
· ··. at~p.m. · . ·. 
On Tan 
Saturday, Feb. 22 
* Great American Rifle · 
Conference Championship 
· - at8a.m. 
* Women's Tennis at 
Akron at4 p.ni~ 
* . Men's Basketball at· 
Dayton at 2 p.m. 
* Men'sTennis vs. Eastern. 
Kentucky and A~stin Peay· 
. atTBA 
·~ .. . . 
. " .. ~-
·. Sunday,· Feb. 23. 
· * GreatAmerican Rifle 
Conference Championship· 
at8a.m. 
* Women's Basketball at 
Duquesne at 2 p.m. 
All home games are in bold 
H~me basketball games .ar~ ·. 
played at the Ciritas Ceriter 
Home rifle matches •are h~ld in the 
Walsh Rifle Range · 
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Lady MU.~kies 2, Pftiladelphia 0 
' . . : : . 
BY CAsEY WELDON would force the issue finished with 13 
Sports Writer . .. first. as they would go points and a career-
The Muskie~ came into t.h.is ~ii~ i 7-0 run. Temple . high 16 rebounds. 
w~ek .with high. expectations allciwed just . one ·Boothe pitched 
. agairisttwo of the s.ttugglirig teams. . Xavier point over the ·in her nirith career 
in the Atlant.ic 10· this, season. finaL5:55 of the first · . double-double ( 15 
. Thankfully, the city of Brotherly · halfand would cut the points and 10 re-
Love proved quite kind to .the le~d ta· .four points at bound.s) and Wallner 
Xavier women's basketball team .•the half as Xavier led added double-digit 
this past week.. 29-25. · ·rebounds for the 
Thµrsday, Temple University Both teams initi- third straight game 
gave the Muskies· an they could ated their offense with 10 .. 
handle before Xavier ultimately j:mt spurts.with superioref- Dominating in 
them away. The weekend con~ forts put forth on the general proved fruit-
cluded on a positive note, ai; the. defensive.end. Acom- fu.l for the Muskies,. 
Lady Musketeers stayed ·in Phila-. bined nine turnovers as they destroyed 
delphia and came away with a nar- over. yach of the re- their opponent on 
row victory over LaSalle. Led ·by speetive runs would the glass, 48-27, in-
Xavier's "big three" of seniors A.my culminate in· 19 total eluding 16 offensive 
Waugh and Reetta Piipari and points off turnovers in . boards, leading to 15 
freshmai:J.Tara Boothe, the Muskies · the first half. sec o n d - c h an c e 
maintain s~cond place in the At~ · The second half .points. La Salle was 
!antic ·10 West. would start off with . l~d. by forward Kat 
With the two key road victories 
this weekend •. Xavier improves to · 
· 17 ~7 overall, and 9-4 in the Atlari-
. tic 10. 
XU 64, TEMPLE 56 
Riding high . off a memorable 
. four-overtime. victory against 
George Washh1gton, the Lady Mus-
keteers hit the road for the first c:if 
two games in Philadelphia·to take 
on the Temple Owls Thursday 
night. Despite a poor record at this. 
junctio~ o'f.;this· se~~~n~ the Owls, 
led by coach arid WNBA star Dawn· 
Staley, al ways prove to. be a formi-
dable foe and looked'. to ·knock 
·some of the luster off Xavier's turn-
around season .. After a thriller for 
most of the garrie, poor offensive . 
production most of the second half 
by the Muskies was rectified by key 
foul shooting late in the game to 
secure ·a key conference road vic-
tory, 64-56. 
The first half would.be marked 
with several large runs. Xavier 
more of the same, an Foley, who finished 
early X:avier . run ·with 17 points, but 
which pushed the lead had only two points 
to nine was followed in the. second half 
by a Temple comeback NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA (scored first 13 Ex-
that cutthe lead to one Junior Aida Sarajlija led the way for the L~dy Muskies plorer points). · 
with about 12 minutes ·. with 13 points and 16 rebounds. Coming into the 
to play in the game. game, Xavier. found 
After Xavier built the lead to six 15 .. Freshman Kristy Wallner tied . itself holdi.rig on to a slim lead over 
· poirits, th~ir offe.~se went cold. · a career~high with 11 reb~unds. Richmond for second place in the 
Xavier would be held without a Forward Ari Moore ~arried Temple Atlantic 10 West and. a bye in the 
field goal over the final 7 :52 of the , offensively with 18 points. first round of the A-10 Tournament. 
game. . .. . , .: ~. ::. ,.<·. · .. ·. ,.;, .•• ;~; ....•. ;*ff 65~,:LA SALLE 51 . · , Early on. Xavier came out slug-"; · Aggressive '.play.on bothiMes~ · ·· · · · ' . . . •.. . . . · gish offensively; possibly living on 
of the ball allow.ed Xavier to.get to Adominantrebounding effort, the vapors of an exhausting victory 
the line where they knocked dowri a dominant second half and a huge ~arlier that week. The Explorers, on 
15 of18 free throws to end the gam~ contribution off the .bench by the ot~er hanci, came out firing on 
(23 of 29 for the game),. including · Xavier would 4ltimately prove too all cylinders, as they looked to put . 
eight of Waugh;s 14 points from the much for the. re.eling Explorer . a serious damper in the Lady Mus- . 
free-throw line (8 of8 overall). squad, asXavier rolled 65~51. .La · keteers postseason plans. 
. Thecombinati6n of clutch free" Salle.was 5~7iri theA-10 (13-10 Largely on the shoulders of 
throw shooting and.tough d~fense ov~raH) and last in the Atlantic 10 Foley, La:Salle ·quickly got' out to 
proved too much· for Temple as West prior to the noon tipoff with 7-0 run and would continue ~e pres-
Xa:vier.escaped with a win. the.Laqy Musketeers. · · sure in the first half. Foley found 
Setting the pace offensively for The key tff the game for the herselfleading the Muskies 13-8 as. 
the Musketeers was Piipari who Lady Musketeers was the play of Foley scored all of the Explorers 
scored 17 points as Boothe. added junior forward Aida Sarajlija wh9 points at this juncture in the game. · 
. " 
Sarajlija, who has played huge 
off the bench all season long, came. 
. into the game and sparked a rally. 
·Blocking shots, grabbing rebounds 
and adding a second player in the 
post, Sarajlija's presence on the 
floor paid huge dividends for the 
Lady Musketeers. Subsequently, 
Xavier as a whole picked up it's play 
offensively and went on 12-2 rim, 
gaining the lead for the first time of 
the game at 18-15. 
Despite the· Jarge momentum 
swing towards the end of' the first 
half to the side oft.he visiting Lady 
Musketeers, La 'Salle came out re- . 
lentless in the second half. the Ex-
plorers managed to battle the lead 
down to one several times. Ulti-
mately, Xavier's edge in talent 
proved too much for the La Salle 
squad. 
Xavier took control and put the 
game away over an eight-minute 
stretch with a 23-2 run that led to a 
59-39lead. Feeding off the energy 
of her teammates, Waugh tallied 13 
of her team-high 16 points during 
the spurt, including three of her four 
three-pointers. 
Women'~.ten~is triulllphan.J 
in ·conference opener 
.· Rifl~ to compete in" GARC Championships 
BY JOE KNABB Musketeers shut out Duquesne 7-
Sports Writer 0. Once again, each singles match 
TheXavierwomen'stennisteam was won in straight sets. Lauren 
knocked·offFotdhamby a score of Clary.and Bauer won first doubles, 
7-0 last Thursday in their confer- while Wiles and Dressman were also 
ence operier. The teain won all six · . victorious second doubles. Potts 
singles matches in straight sets paired up with fellow freshman 
while sweeping. the three .doubles Emily Tuchscherer to win third 
matche.s.. · doubles after blanking her oppo-
. Sophomores Lauren Clary and nent .in singles play.· . 
Stephanie Bauer defeated theirop- .The teain has won an five 
ponents ·at first and second singles, matches in 2003 by a score of 7-0, 
respectively, then teamed up to win and is now 7-1 overall on t.he sea-
. first doubles. sort.· The Musketeers will look to 
Junior' Kate W~ightfuan ·and. continue their successful play when 
• freshman Kristin Clary won at third they travel to Akron on Friday for 
and fourth singles before winning · their next match. . 
· at second: doubles in sifuil~ fash- The men's tennis team's match 
ion. Freshxheri Andr~a Kelleyand at Indiana University; Purdue Uni~ 
SarahPOfts werevictdrlous in their versity atindiariapolis on Saturday 
matches. to rotinti o~i"the singles canceled dueto inclenjent weather. 
:a6ti6ri: 'S~nforf Kaf~ :Wii~s. and · They will travelt~·Rforymon<l,. Ky., 
: Lindsay. Dressm.an\von·: atJh~rd to play against Indianapolis, East~ 
• do'ubles: ·'." · ,.,.:···.: ·' , ..... !, •• ;, ··• - ,.em Kentu~ky ·.and.,Austin Peay 
·. ·' ''fh{sarii~ sittgies)i~ti~i.tp,pr,o~ed. State onFriday ,and·~atllrday. · 
Jo be success.fut BI!:F.rici~f-as the . . , _ .... 
BY THRINE KANE all score of 6,255 exceeded the 
Sports Wri(er competition's by over 25 points. In 
The Xavier Rifle Team will be a tiebreaker, Xavier beat West Vir-
competing in the Great America . . girifa to place second in the cham-
R.ifle Conference (GARC) Cham- pionship, ·shattering WVU's four-
pionships held this weekend on year ~inning streak. . . 
campus in: the Aimory. The Uni- The hanquet Friday night is one 
versity of Kentucky, US Military of .the highlights of the GARC 
Academy (Army)i University of Championships. Awards such as' 
Mississippi, West Virginia Uriiver- Outstariding Senior, Rookie-of-the-
sity ·and the Musketeers will be Year,· Coach-of-the-Year, Shooter-
vying for the Championship tro- of-the-Year, Scholar Athlete and the 
phy in aggregate score, combin- Sportsmanship Award will be pre-
ing. air rifle and small bore team sented . 
scores. UK won. the n;i.ost number 
of head-to-head matches in the 
Conference during the 2002-03 
competition year and will be 
awarded the overall season trophy · 
for its success. 
Last year, the 2002 regular sea-
son trophy was awarded to Xavier 
as ii had a flawless season and re-
corded no losses. in head-to-head 
matches. UK was presented with 
the championship match trophy at. 
WestVrrginia when the team's over-
Competitions between the teams 
will last for two.consecutive days. 
Saturday will be the smallbore rifle 
competition while Sunday will be 
·· the air rifle match. The rivalry for 
the championship trophy will be 
fierce, as four of the six teams quali-
fied for the NCAA Championships. 
This weekend's competition will be· 
a warm up for UK, JSU, WVU and 
XU, which will all l;>e competing in 
the National Championships to be 
·held at West Point in March. 
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'Skin of Our Teeth' 
The University of Cincinnati 
College - Conservatory of Music 
presents· Thornton Wilder's play 
"The Skin of Our Teeth" through 
the Drama Studio Series. 
In this Pulitzer-winning drama, 
the Antrobus family encounters 
three crises: the Ice Age, a flood and. 
a world war. 
Also at war with each other, the 
fam~ly somehow manages to ·get 
through each of the disasters by the 
"skin of their teeth." · 
· Through the antics of this ordi-
nary family, Wilder expresses the 
idea of eternal optimism for the 
human race. · 
The play, directed by Jason 
Podplesky, will show at the Cohen 
Family Studio Theatre on Thursday 
Feb. 20 and Friday Feb. 21 at 8 p.m., 
and on Saturday Feb. 22 at 2:30 and 
8p.m. 
There is limited seating. For res-
ervations please call 556-4183 be~ 
ginning Feb. 17 at noon. 
-'Silk Road' 
·"The Glc:iry of Silk Road: Art 
from Ancient China" is open to the 
public at the Dayton Ai:t Institute. 
For centuries, the great Silk Road 
Traversed the massive expanse of 
. China, linking the west and the east. 
. Drawn from the collections of 
more than 20 museums and ar~ 
chaeological institutes, these works 
of art highlight the influence of the 
west on China prior to the T' an~· 
Dynasty more 'than 1,000 years ago . 
. The exhibit is on display through 
May 11. Tickets are $12 for adults 




Every weekend, the Cincin.nati · 
Museum Ce~teris presenting tours 
of its home at the Union Terminal, 
one of Cincinnati's Historical Land-
marks. This free tour is part of the 
Cincinnati Heritage Program .. 
Visitors will be able to learn de-
tails. on the mosaic murals as well 
as why it is ari example of Art Deco 
style. 
· Docents will provide compli-
mentary tours every Saturday at 
noon, l, 2 and 3 p.m. and Sunday 
at 1, 2 and 3. p.m. Rotunda tours 
can also be scheduled fqr groups 
. any time in advance. · 
'Inside .. Africa' 
"Inside Africa'; is a new exhibit' 
hosted by the Cincinnati Museum 
Center at Union Terminal. 
The exhibit views the continent 
and its people from historical and 
contemporary perspectives through 
hands7on activities, multimedia pre-
. sentations and a collection of Afri-
can artifacts. 
"Inside Africa" is a .national 
·traveling museum exhibit that will 
tour fcir five years to 12 cities across 
the United States.· The exhibit will 
be' on display at the Cincinnati ~fu­
seum Center until May 4,.2003. 
. . . . . . ·. 
Dare you see this mo:vie? 
IF IT WEREN'T FOR THE RUBBER OUTFIT, THERE W~ULD BE NOTHING GOOD HERE 
BY JIMMY DILLON 
Assistant Diversions Editor 
Walking into the theater for 
"Daredevil," the newest edition to 
the comic book-gone-big-screen 
family, how can you not think of 
last summer's . bIOc'kbusier 
"Spiderman".or 2000's sensational 
(and Uncanny) "X-Men?" Unfor-
tunately for ''Daredevil," most of its 
audience will come to the conclu-
sion this film doesn't pack.the same 
punch, or storyline for that matter, 
the past super-movies did. 
Daredevil is one of the Classic 
comic book icons from Marvel, 
alongside of the Hulk, X-Men and 
Spiderman. All of the aforemen-
tioned have their own movfos, or 
will soon. 
From an accident as. a youth, · 
Matt Murd.ock, played by Ben 
Affleck (''Sum ofAll Fears"), lost 
his sight, yet gained· supernatural · 
awareness from his other four 
senses. His senses of hearing and 
touch have been heightened to such 
a degree that he has a sort of radar 
that allows him to feel vibrations 
to the point of near sight. 
' ' ' 
There has to be some law that protects blind people from ninja women. 
Early in.the movie, Daredevil's 
past is developed mainly around the 
relationship of Matt and his father, 
Jack Murdock (David Keith, "Be-
hind Enemy Lines"), who is an ag-
ing boxer now hired hit-man for an 
organized crime group. Matt's dis-
appointment over his father's line · 
of duty along with Jack's guilt over 
Matt's accident involying toxic 
waste compels Jack to revitalize his 
career as a boxer. 
· After winning several fights and 
moving up in the ranks, Jack is told . 
by his former crime boss to throw 
the fight. For refusing to do this, 
Jack is killed by thugs. Matt finds 
his beaten father and makes a vow 
to fight crime. 
We now jump ahead 12 years to 
Murdock's life as a pro bono law-· 
. yer in Hell's Kitchen, New York 
City. During the day, Murdock 
prosecutes bad guys In court ano at 
night he persecutes them at ground 
level as Daredevil. 
Along the way, we're introduced 
to Matt's. love interest/super-hero-
ine Elektra Nachfos, played by the 
beautiful Jennifer Garner ("[)ude, 
Where's My Car?"). Elektra is the 
daughter of an organized crime 
boss (what are the chances?) who 
is trained in the martial arts. In one 
early scene between her .and 
Murdock, she displays her preter-: 
natural fighting ability just to k~ep · 
him from knowing her name. 
New York City's crime master, 
the Kingpin (Michael Clarke 
Duncan, •'Armageddon;·,), a trans-
comic book villain who is almost 
the source of every crime done i.n 
tl:ie metropoTi.s; has· ordei:ed.ihe 
d.eath of one of his legions, who 
happens .to be Nachios' father. 
Nmy, Daredevil will have.to get iri-
volved in order to fight against the 
Kingpin and his hired assassin, 
Bulls-eye, an Irish knife (among 
other things) throwing specialist 
played by Colin Farrell ("The Re-
cruit''). 
The storyline is somewhat 
choppy as director Mark Johnson 
("Jack Frost") cannot seem to de~ 
cide whether to concentrate on 
New.Releases 
' ' ' 
The following discs are due for release on or befor~ February 18 ... 
Anti-Pop Consortium Anti-Pop Vs. Matthew Shipp (Thirsty Ear) ... 
Cat Power You A;e Free (Matador) ... ~ripple.BastardS Desperately 
Insensitive (Deathvomit) .... Easy Star All~Stars Dub Side of the Moon• 
(Easy Star) ... Styx Cyclorama (Sanctuary/CMC Int'l) ... Teen Idols/ 
Squirtgun The Dysfunctional Shadowman (split disc) (Asian Man) 
.;. all dates are tentative. 
Daredevil's origin or the current minus the.super senses..:_ such as 
storyline, He leans niore towards ·Daredevil could .physically do all 
. the Elektra/Bulls-eye plot, leaving the things he does in those scenes. 
us to wonder just how Daredevil If you've read the comic books be-
ever got to the point of being a law- · · fore, you almost want to yell at the . 
yerorsuperhero. "Spiderman"was screen, ·~Daredevil isn't 
so successful because· it found just Spiderman!" · But you wouldri·;t 
the right blend of origin and story. know it by some of-the amazing 
This 'is where "Daredevil" lacks. . .·-~leaps oetween .buildings he does · 
However, the capacity for that during the movie .. 
chemisiry is there. "Dare-· There is still some good to be . 
devil" focuses sparingly said of the movie, though. The vii- · 
on the theme of what it lains, although a little corny, espe-
m~ans to be a good guy cially Bulls-eye, are fun and inter-
or bad guy. In one scene, . esting. You really had to hate them. 
Daredevil takes justice Other than the elaborate acrobatics 
into his own hands and of Daredevil, the movie stayed very 
kills a rapist who.he had close to the comic book with its' 
questioned in court earlier storyline, origin and characters. ' 
that day, :xet was not con~· The casting for the film was 
viCted. The moral impli- great-:-- as most comic book mov-
catic:iris of his actions are ies have gotten it almost perfect, · 
interesting, yet unexposed thus far. Affleck made a wonderful 
to the audience as the square-jawed hero in Daredevil, 
storylinedoesn'tgomuch.: Garner brought her .martial ~rts 
·more into that aspect of prowess from the hit sJ:tow '~Alias;' 
the plot. · .as Elektra, and Duncan wrui the per-
Instead, "Daredevil" decid~s to feet match· both physically arid 
concentrate on elaborate fighting mentally for the Kingpin. 
scenes. Unfortunately, these . The movie 'IVas still enjoyable, 
scenes, especially the' first one, are as the film moves quickly between 
horribly choreogr~phed with flash- scenes, allowing for an almost 
ing lights. and visually impeding comic book-like fe~l. Although it 
structures that don't even allow the falls short of "Spid¢rman" and "X-
. viewer to tell who is fighting whom. Men" as far as comic movies, 
. The scenes get better as the movie "Daredevil" is not such a bad in-
continues, but they make you won- stallment to the genre. 
der exactly how a normal man -
-live Wires 
. . . 
Wednesday, February 19 
Sum41 
@>Bogart's 
Saturday, Febru~ 22 
. Toad the Wet Sprocket .. 
@Bogart's 
. Saturday, February 22 
Phish 
@U.S. Bank Arena 
Sunday, February 23 
Seether 
@Bogart's 




Here's a tip, check out 
Otep 
. well. Similar to the Defton,es, ~e 
lyric's are out there and abstract, yet 
very ·poetic: 
' The music is just pummeling and 
I am kicking myself for not yet· 
catching this band live. So far, this 
is my favorite new band of2003 and 
my favorite metal banCJ right now. 
Those of you who love extreme 
. ~etal, do not, I repeat, do not sleep. 
on this band. · MTV 2 is playing 
"Bloodpigs" in rotation now and · 
Otep has received some major press 
from all sorts of magazines. 
And for the guys, Otep is quite 
an attractive lady, although with the 
. fury unleashed in her lyrics, this is 
one woman I \\'.Ould not want to piss 
off. Key tracks on the album are 
· the _aforementioned -"Bloodpigs," 
"Confession" .and "Sacrilege," 
-For years now, I wondered what -- which has one of the moi;t intense 
happened to. women fronting rock choruses I have ever. heard. · 
bands. Before, we had L7 who did Don't let the frequent rap cho-
the punk metal thing better than. rus fool you. Just when you think 
most ~irvana clones out there, and - Otep is rapping, a death metal growl 
then Sleater Kinney whose blend of will come in and take the song over. 
indie 'rock and punk even caught This :band is hard to explain in 
metal-lover Aceman off guard. words; they completely floored me. 
But in metal, this did not seem a One_ intense musical ride I do not 
likely scenario. Look out for Otep. want to get off of just yet. See ya'H 
This band is plain Sick. Bow down. in the pit for this one. Dual devil 
He.re's a girl (Otep) fronting a band horns for this album - unbeliev-
that carries her name, and boy can ably sick. 
she do it. Throughout the 12-track 
full length, Otep cries, sings, 
screams, raps and growls out all of -
her deepest emotions. _ · 
. Now, throughout the years I have 
been listening to metal, I have to 
admit that btep,'s vocals are some 
-of the most extreme I have ever 
heard. - Seriously, this girl has a 
growl even the. guys in Cannibal 
Corpse_ would envy. However, 
Otep's lyrics win her big pofots as -
......:.As~ Kraning 
Contributing Writer 
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Shadowbox 1s 
• amazing 
BY DAN COX - most about going was the band. I 
Diversions Editor wasn't sure how well the.mixture 
The Shadowbox Cabaret, with of a live band and theater was go-
their'Iatest show, "Sex at the Box," . ing to work. In my worst fears, I 
proved one of the most enjoyable envisioned some scenes from 
evenings I have had since coming "Who's Line is itAnyway?" where 
to Xavier. The energy and atmo- the barid was then~.simply to play 
sphere were amazing and the backgroi.mdmusic for the perform-
crowd, including myself, was _ ers. To my relief, this was not the 
laughing so hard we had tears run- case. They played lively ftin tunes 
ning down our faces. throughout the night including 
- The premise of the show is s_ome songs from Queen, Red Hot 
siinple, with two·SO-minute acts. Chili Peppers and U2. 
Each act is full of shqrt, hilarious . An. important. distinction the 
skits and music from. a live band. hostess for the night made was that 
The intimacy comes because your Shadowbox was a theater that 
waiter or waitress for the evening served drinks, not a bar that pro-
is also the actor or actress onstage. vided entertainment. . This isn't 
The energy of ttie show was some smoky hole-in-the-wall com-· 
amazing. It was easy to tell they edy club; it is a legitimate theater 
were having almost as much fun located in Newport On the Levee, 
performing the skits as we, the au- near the AMC theatres. . 
dience, were having watching them. While it was easy to choose my 
The s~ts were hilarious. The favorite skit for the everiing, it's not 
most entertaining one. was of an : as easy to pick my least favorite skit, 
actress impersonating Dr: Laura. so I won't. Everything done at The . 
_ Dr. Laura read her poetry that ended · Shadowb_ox Cabaret was done very 
-in her damning everyone to hell that - well. There isn't one thing I would 
did not meet her standards. The change about it; it is a must-see at-
facial expressions and the poems traction. while you are in Cincinnati, 
themselves were very original. The Northern Kentucky area .. 
subject inatter 'including her views Student tickets are only $10 and 
on a homosexual m~le, -a middle- the food bill for two -people came-
aged single woman and people who out to below $15. It's hard to find 
think we have free speech in this quality entertainment, Jet alone for 
country. those prices. For ticket information, 
The thing that worried me the· call 859-957-ROCK. 
"First. t>f ail, Papa 
Smurf didl1 't create 
Smuif~tte.·. Gargamel 
did.-She was.sent in as 
Garganiel's ·ev_il. spy 
with the intention of 
destroying the -Smurf 
Nillage;-·9ut the over~ 
whelming g_oodriess 
of the Smurf way· of 
life- transformed her . 
And as for the whole 
.gang-bang scenario, it 
_ just c~uldn't happen. 
Smurf s are asexuaL 
· Th~ydon'.t even ·have 
repro~l'.lctlve org~ns 
.under those little 
white pant~.". 
- Do'nnie Darko 
. This bitofwisdom 
. . . -
has b~~n brought to 
. you :by Diversions~ · 
:We 're more punk 
than.you. I)eal with 
it. 
Not un3iiiliiOris 360llt 'lJ nf aithful' . . . ,. ' . 
:How WILL nIVE~SIONS EDITOR D~N DO AGAINST RENEGADE, BATTLE WRITER KATIE ON :ms STEAMY MOVIE? -
Dan SAYS:· 
"Unfaithful" came dangerously 
close to being a mediocre movie. 
The woman who made this movie 
so enjoyable to watch is Diane 
Lane. She portrays a woman caught 
in an affair she is unable to do any- -
thing about. . ' c ' 
.. Lane portrays the woman so well 
that whenever she was oil screen,· 
the movie instantly becanie fun to 
watch. She added so much feeling 
. and c'ompassion to the role of. 
''connie that it made ,the movfo go 
straight to exc.ellent. 
The scene of her on the train is 
the best example of her acting. 
While -on the train, after her first 
sexual meeting with Martel, she is 
giggly and giddy. as she recalls the 
encounter. The initial feeling of 
happiness wears away, though, and· 
she begins to realize what she has 
done and what it will mean to her 
marriage. She immediately goes to 
the bathroom to wa.sh herself in the 
sink. She does her best to wash 
away the experience so she can go 
to her home guilt free, .but of course 
she can't. No matter how inuch she 
washes herself, she can't shake.the 
feeling that she enjoyed herself. · 
-._ Lane did a wonderful job with 
Connie. She nailed the giJih and 
excitement involved with an affair. 
The character ofConhie\vas found 
in the thin lies for ~eing in the city 
so often, her wcirry over being seen 
he wants to fix her scraped knee? 
Edward is a great husband. He Katie SAYS:-
Not more than a few minutes runs a business and takes care of 
into "Unfaithful" did I find my- his family. He tells her he loves her 
self wishing I had rented some- and wants 'only the very best for her. 
thi_ng different. ·I. wanted to get He takes his son to school every 
up and turn off thetelevision, but morning on his way to work while 
I thought I'd give it a chance'. - . his wife sleeps in. He helps.little 
Maybe if I waited a little pit Charlie learn the. pianci and _plays 
long~r. there might actually_ be outside with him .. When he discov-
some substance to' the movie, or ers his wife's infidelity, he is heart-
at least an ach!al point to the plot. broken and enraged. -
. I was wrong. However, Gere did not have me 
•First of.all, the affair had _no convinced he was actually out-
motivation behind it. Connie raged. Every word· he yelled to-
(Diane Lane), a PTA mom, wards Connie or Martel seemed 
. meets the handsome Paul Martel forced. Even his facial expressions 
(Olivfor Martinez), a French did.not convince me this guy was. 
book collector, on ari unnaturally actually angry. On the other hand~ 
. windy afternoon. She's walking Gere -.y.as convincing as a good hus-
along and cannot see where she's band and father, but maybe that is 
·going and then - collision! He . because he is a husband and father 
Martinez makes a convincing drops his books, while she. falls - not too many actfog skilli; 
Richard Gere has fall'en on hard times. Not because he divorced 
Cindy Crawford, but because he made this movie. · 
in public, her grief at.the end when 
she realizes how much she's hurt 
her husband and the realization of 
how much she hurt her marriage. 
H:er grief is vital io the movie. -
She knows she should be feeling_ 
'awful about what she is doing, but 
she hides herself from the truth. 
Nothing can puUher out of her de-
nial ~ not the .obvious pain she is 
•causing her husband~ riot her 
friend's advice and not the revela-
tion that her french. lover may have 
someone besides her he's seeing. 
. · Richard Gere suffers his . usual 
faults as an actor and··~0· one else in 
th.e · film comes ·close to matching 
Lane's energy and feelings. Olivier 
Frenchman .. Everyone in the movie down and scrapes her knee;. Martel, needed for that. · 
worked around Lane, and Lane being the suave Frenchman he is, .Too many questions were left 
came out the star for the movie. . invites her into his apartment to unanswered, such as: What was 
Lane's been rewarded for her. clean it up. After seeing there are wrqng with Gere? Was Connie re-
efforts with. an Academy Award no available taxis, save the taxi that ally just a girl who always needs 
nomination. She. was also the only just drove by, Connie accepts his fo- more attention .than what she was 
actress to even be discussed with a vitation .. Of course. . getting? As I watched the movie, I 
nomination for the first 10 months "Of course," is what !'kept think- kept waiting for something more, 
of 2002. ing throughout the entire movie. - something that would give any ex-
Back at home, Connie has a won·- planation for Connie's unfaithful-
derful, loving husband, Edward ness, but I was left tmsatisfied and 
·(Richard Gere), who is also a great disappointed. 
dad; - Her son, Charlie, loves her 
dearly· ~ild can be quite thoughtful. 
This is what I mean by no· motiva-
tion .. Why would she give this up 
_ for an affair with a man just because 
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What would you do in this situation? 
'THE PIANIST' PRESENTS SOME STARTLING IMAGES ABOUT .THE HOLOCAUST-THAT WE HAVEN'T SEEN BEFORE 
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT 
Contributing Writer 
.face. 
R is the first hour of this movie 
that contains some of the most de. 
"The Pianist," the latest from humaniziitg images ever put on 
director Roman Polanski, is one of film. Once when walking down.the 
the most powerful films about the street, Szpilman sees an old woman' 
Holocaust. It's possibly the best, ·carrying a soup bowl. A hungry· 
· tcio, because it grounds the movie. man tries to pry it from her arms .. 
in reality by focusing on the expe- The bowl falls to the ground. The 
rience of one man; This. man mi- man and the. wailing woman both · 
raculously survived, yet horribly fall to their knees to scoop up as 
suffered through, the Holocaust · much dirty soup as possible. 
He. is Polish-Jew Wladyslaw When Szpilman or his family are 
Szpilmari (Adrien Brody); a pianist. , walking along the street, we see the . 
When the film opens, it is already · ever-incr(fasing German Nazi sol-
1939 Poland, and we see the 
Szpilman ·family h~ving to 
downsize and adapt to the 
changing times. Eventually, 
Szpilinan, his parents, and 
his three .. adult siblings are 
forced to leave their home 
and ·live in the Warsaw 
ghetto, along with the rest of 
the city. . · · 
What is particularly pow-
erful about this is the fact · 
they don't actually discuss 
· what's happening, When the. 
family talks about hiding 
money, each QI.ember offers a dif-
ferent idea, as if they're one-upping 
each other. Their world is chang-
ing, and rather than acknowledge 
that horrifying fact, they try to act 
as if the changes are nothing big. 
It's a disheartening aura because it 
speaks to human limitations, our 
inability to handle everything we 
diers randomly executing people. 
And we note that the Szpilmans are 
still alive, and we wonder why. 
What is keeping them untouched? 
It's all so random, and all so mean-
ingless. 
. If this is what the world becomes 
for some in timc::s of war; suc.h im-
ages are truly the oppos\te of pro-
. - : . ~ . 
whisper to a jumping-around~iil­
your-face song. In the acoustic ver-
sion, the band tries to take the .in-
tensity of that energetic part and put 
paganda. "The Pianist"· is not 
slanted in any way, it simply pre-
sents it's story, but the she.er de-
graded· humanity of such a setting 
is undeniable and a~ clear as the 
stars on their arms .. 
"The Pianist" is based on a true· 
story, 'and the fact that Szpilman be-
comes separated from his family,· 
and that he sur.vives th~ Holocaust 
doesn't spoil the movie, but should . 
be.known going in. In f~ct, we un-
derst1md the implications of the 
Szpilmans being loaded onto a train 
like cattle more than they do; we 
~ow what their destination will be. 
And when a soldier recognizes 
Szpilman and pulls him out of line 
and tells him to 'run, we wonder 
what force saved his life. Szpilman 
does not run, but walks away from· 
his family, crying. His freedom 
from the concentration camps is a 
horrible one: although his life has 
'been spared, he has been separated 
. from the only people he' loves i11 
the world. 
Szpilman is forced into hiding 
for years, moving from location to 
location, with the help of Jewish 
sympathizers, who are of course 
German themselves. Szpilman 
comes close to starving' as he waits. 
for them to .bring him food between 
their sporadic visits. He has a good 
hiding place until the Nazis come 
·to town and literally burri it to the 
ground. 
Howeyer .powerful and beauti-
•• • • ? ·' v ~ 
This man has se.en more horrible things than you can possibly 
imagine. ·· 
ful_. "The Pianist" is not without its 
flaws. I may be henpecking, but I 
wanted to know more about this . 
Nazi captain, the fate of Szpilman' s 
family, and how he felt abou.t his 
Joss because he never talked of it. 
Brody has done well in· "The· 
Thin Red Line," "Summer of Sam," 
and "The Affair of the Necklace." 
· Here., he truly incarnates a man whO' 
runs the gamut of dignity and des-
peration. Brody recently earned an 
Oscar nomination for best actor. 
Also earning an Oscar nomina~ 
tion for best director, is Roman 
Polanski, who.· has. helmed such 
classics as "Rosemary's Baby," 
"Chinatmyn," arid "Death and the 
Mai~en." One reason "The Pianisf' 
looks so realistic may be that 
Polanski himself survived the Ho-
Joc-aust while his mother did· not. 
Polanski may very well have made 
his career-defining masterpiece 
here. 
a cap on it, since it wouldn't work -
· well with the acoustics .. 
Their attempt at it just leaves the 
listener wanting· something more 
from the song. · · 
The problem isn't in trying to do 
· that with a song, they do it perfectly 
on the very next song "Up All 
Unwritten.Law Night," it just doesn't work for 
Music from High Places "Seein' Red,'' "Up All Night" is an 
. (Atlantic)· anthem about staying awake all 
l~:,;;.~r.mmr~.::,:s!:··13,'f;"~:·I ·. , ~~!~~~i~:~ ~~es~~~:'.s~/:0:~:~~:~ 
the jump-around phase and be-
comes something people sing to 
themselves. It's one of those songs 
that most people can. relate to and 
enjoy. 
These guys rock, but not 
on this album 
This is an acoustic album made 
up of songs from Unwritten Law's 
second album· Elva. For the most' . 
part, it works very well and the guys 
in the band do a good job of trans-
ferring the energy of a rocking emo-
punk band to an acoustic band sit-
ting in Yosemite National Park. 
The· album was recorded live 
while the guys played in the open 
in front 6f an audience, though it 
sounds like it was recorded in a stu-
dio. The. band played wonderfully 
and it's never hard to hear what 
Scott Russo is saying, a problem 
other Hve albums sometimes have .. 
The single that propelled Un-
written Law .into fame,' "Seein' 
Red," is prbbably the worst sound-
ing song on.the album; 'It just 
doesn't transfer over well from 
electric guitars to acoustic. Part of 
the thing that was good about the 
song was how it went from a hushed 
The rest of the songs work well 
enough. "Seein' Red":is really the· 
only song that doesn't work as an 
acoustic version. 
The energy that was in Elva is 
still there. It's just t.aking a differ-
ent form. The energy has been 
changed from rocking to a whisper. 
The neat thing about.the album is 
how well it does that. I don't think 
anyone would say this isn't an eQ-
ergetic album, but it's definitely not 
energetic like their past music has 
been .. 
MTV's Music in High Places 
specials are the occasion for the CD. 
It doesn't provide any new f!1ate-
rial from Unwritten Law but it does 
put them in a new environment we 
don't see them in every day. 
-;-Dim Cox 
Di:versions Editor 
· .... · 
Our ca:t~og-bf summer classes is ready to be mailed to you: 
Itgives you a complete listing of our course offerings and 
spedal workshops;. Call today for our Summer Catalog. 
SESSIONS BEGINNING 
MAY, JUNE, AND ~Y. 
TO REQUEST A CATALOG: 
call us at 216-397-4257 
.·or ~-mail ptadmiri@jcu.edu 
Look us up at www.jcu.edu/summer · 
EASY REGISTRA'J;ION •CONVENIENT LOCATION 
SMALL CLASSES •FREE PARKING 








. .. The chiropr~Gtic physician· is declicatecl 
to-.providing thorough and. cumplcte 
ch:ugless healt.h care. We offer a ft.11ly 
· acci'editcd gracluall!-level program. a 
. convei1ient. suburban Chicagu· lncatiun, 
and· state-of-the-art f;1dlitics. 
. . 
200 East Roosevelt Road · 
Lombard, Illinois 60148-4583 . 




weeko/FEBRUARY 15, 2003 ·15 
Lon 'don ....... $ 319 
Pa r·i s ........... $3 22 
Amsterdam ... $320 
Sydney ..... $1636 · 
Madrid ......... $279 
Rio de Jaueiro .. $608 . 
Fare is rouridtrip from Cincinnati. Subject to change and availability. Tax not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
·. IF··yo'(J_i\RE'A PACK-A-PA.YSMOKER,-YOU 
SPENT $1400 LAST YEAR BUYlNG CIGARE'l*fES. 
JUST THINK HOW HANDY THAT MONEY. 
WOULD BE FORA SPRING BREAK GETAWAY. 
TO_ ~CEJVE TIPS ABOUT Q.UITIING, EMAIL 
. JEN BASS FROM XU'S TRRP AT bassid@xu.edu 
. ·-
. OR CHECK OUT www.ffsonline.org 
."Vt., 
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February 19 
.Fred Rogers ... do not deny 
this man his ability to be cool. He 
taught me everything I know 
about trolleys, puppets and sweat-
ers. With that said, I welcome you 
to the magical world of make-be-
lieve. 
The Health and Counseling 
Center will be roasted at this week's 
· Coffee Hour, which takes place at 
3:30 p.m. in the G-Spot. Students 
who attend will be warned pro-
fusely about the dangers of caf-
feine addiction. 
At 6:15 p.m., David Weinstein 
will give a lecture on ethics and 
corporate gover_nance in the 
Conaton Board Room. Show up 
for what is sure to be an ... enlight-
ening ... zzzzzzz. 
i I I lll :i-1 •14\1 
February 20 
Believe it' or not, today is 
"Northern Hemisphere ~oodie 
Hoo" Day. If I actually hear any-
one say "Hoodie Hoo" to some-
one else on campus today, I: might· 
have to slap them. 
Instructional Technology Ser-
vices is hosting "Open Fridays" at 
2 p.m. in Alter B-2. Students and 
faculty are encouraged to show up 
to learn, and to bring any project 
or software questions to be an-
swered. Um,Ihaveaquestion. You 
do know this is Thursday right? · 
The Xavier Players begin the 
production of "Cyclops" at 8 p.m. 
in the G-Spot Theatre. Shows will 
be at the same time on Friday and 
Help Wanted· 
Person needed for Sales/Mar-
keting. Will train! Must be ener-
getic, organized, fast-paced and 
willing to learn.' If interested, 
please call Tammy at 772-5888 ext 
205. 
Summer Job!! 
Day camp in M~son,' Ohio .. We 
provide the training! Hiring camp 
counselor, certified lifeguards and 
lead counselors. Call Amanda at 
772-5888 ext 204. 
For Rent 
For Rent: Efficiency apartment. 
· New kitchen; carpet, heat, and wa~ 
ter furnished. Parking lot and off-
street parking. Three-minute walk 
to Xavier. .$285 a month. $285 
deposit. Call 961-0719 or 383-
3798. 
· Large 5-6 bedroom, 2 full baths. 
By Jim Murphy. To place anitem in the ca en ar, mai 
Saturday, so corrie out and have a 
gander at the old one~eyed beast · · 
Senio.r Boar~ is sponsoring a Se-
nior Night at Go Bana_nas Comedy 
Club. Buses leave from Buenger 
Circle at 7 p.m. or so, and admission 
is free with your Xavier ID. In the 
·immortal words. of on.e Ralph 
Wiggum, "Go, banana!" -
. FRIDAY 
February 21 
J'he women's basketball teain 
continues their qi.lest to vyin the At-
1 an tic 10 as they host St. 
-Bonaventure at 7 ·p.m. In the 'Tas. 
Try and take a break from your men~ 
tal preparation for tomorrow's 
men's game and go out and watch 
this team. 
Students for Peace is holding a 
Musicfest in Ryan's Pub beginning 
at 8 p.m. They are. requesting a $3 
donation from all who attend. En-
tertainment will be provided by the 
Cheap Suits, Megan Halverson and 
Tom Sheibley, and Crazy Ivan. Pro-
ceeds will benefit the student trip to 
El Salvador this summer. · 
~ork it, Mr. Rogers, · 
'work it. . 
·at Dana's. Spend your money there 
instead. 
Speaking of Dana's, !"would like 
to apologize for not including 
Hershel's birthday· in last week's 
. issue. Happy belated birthday, 
Hersh. '!41 IU;) .,,,, 
February 22 
The men's basketball team takes 
on archrival Dayton at 2p.m. at the 
UD Arena. But I'm sure you already · 
·knew that. 
Last Saturday, I lost a contest of 
the inebriated kind to one Jim 
Whelan. Because of this, I prom-· 
ised to give him a positive men-
tion in this week's edition. Well, I 
concert tonight, you might want. to · 
· go to the Barrel.house Brewery to 
get geared up. They are )lasting a 
pre-show party from 3 to 7 p.m. th~t 
includes·· a ·band called 
"Groovatron . '' Wait, isn't that the 
_ride at carnivals that makes you stick · 
to the walls_ while it spins around? 
_ Do you find yourself getting · 
hungry occasionally? If so, head 
over to the "World Eats" potluck 
dinner at 6 p.m. in O'Connor .. I as-
sume there are going to be .many 
international· cuisines represented. 
It seems like eyery ethnicity has a 
different taste in footl, but canni-
bals all around the world can unite,. 
'because, let'~ face it, all people 
probably taste the same. 
SUNDAY 
February 23 
Randy Reinhart, possibly the 
best "should have been a porn star's 
name" I have ever hear~,,perfori:ns_ 
swing music on his saxophone at' 
7:30 p.m. in the G~Spot Theatre. 
MONDAY 
·, · F_ebruary 24 · 
Spring Break. Topics of the dis-
cussion will include: "I was so 
. drunk; I thought this Crisco was 
sunscreen." 
Iraqi professor Adeed Dawisha 
will give a lecture concerning the 
current crisis between the US and 
Iraq at 7 p.m. in room 5 of the Schiff 
Family Conference Center. Seeing 
,as this is a serious-issue, I will re-
frain rrom making a joke here. See, 




. Today is "Spay Day USA." This 
. is probably for house pets or some-
thing, but I have a list of women 
• who I think ought to be spayed for· 
the overall benefit of society. Top-
ping this list Is Sarah fi:om "Joe 
Millionaire." On the last episode, 
she openly admitted to doing 
something that she probably didn't 
want all of America to know. Also 
on this list. are Anna Nicole Smith 
and Michael Jackson. I know spay-
ing is reserved for members of the 
female species, butsomething tells 
me such a procedure would work 
on Jacko. 
Tomorrow, a recycling for~m 
will be held at 2:30 p.m. in AlterB- · 
. 11. Various speakers will be heard, 
BACCHUS, the world's greatest 
anti-drinking organization, is span~ 
soring .ice skating from 6 to 9 p.m. 
Students who wish to attend are 
asked to meet at Bellarmine at this 
time. Admission and skate rental 
are only two dollars. Hey, guess 
what? That's how much a beer costs 
. am a man of my word. ·Ladies arid . 
If you are planning on going 
somewhere warm and sunny for 
Spring. Break, you might want to 
check this out. A skin cancer ~urvi­
yor will lead a d_iscussion concern-
ing how to keep your skin safe on 
· and a documentary about the cur-
rent ·recycling program at Xavier 
will be shown. Steve Fehr and 
Chris Penna have personally vol-
µnteered to each drink a case of 
beer before the program in order to 
demonstrate how to properly re-
cyde. · Hey, I had "to· get them in' 
here somewhere: 
· gentlemen, Jim Whelan has tested 
positive for over five STDs. 
If you ·are going to the Phish 
. ~ 
For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu 
covered porches and W/D. 39.64 Re- North Avondale. Renovated 1 
gent Ave. $295 per person. Avail- bdrm. Off-street parking, ale, new 
able June l, 2003. 513-948-8576 .. windows, paid heat and laundry. 
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent 
condition. $425 a month. Avail-
. able May 1st. Call Paul at 739-787 4. 
Walk to campus, 2 & 3 bedroom 
furnished apartments, air condi-
tioned, off-street parking, laundry in 
basement, on Dana. Starting at $200/ 
month/stude_nt. Call -703-3242 for· 
info. 
2 bdrm apt for rent - newly 
renovated, screened balcony, crpt, 
off st park, 5 min walk to XU. $750 
mon + wtr incld. 1029 Dana. 891-
0398 / LaurawithCrown@aol.com 
.... 
2 bdrm apt for rent - newly reno-
vated, 2 balconies, hardwood, off -
street parking, 5 min walk- to XU. 
$700 mon + wtr incld. 1025 Dana · 
$425 month. 505-5551. 
3 bdrm, 2 bath, onHudson. Very 
nice. Additional study room. Cen- · 
tr~l air, and off-street parking. $875 
a month. Availabl~ June I st. Call 
. Paul at 739-7874. 
Large town house on Eden Park. 
2 bdrm, 2 bath. Parking, A/C, 
washer dryer hookup, fire· place. 
$795 a month plus utilities. (:all 
281~0825. -
Hyde Park/Oakley. Renovated 
1 bdrm. Walk to square.· Balcony, 
laundry, paid heat, A/C and off-
.street parking. $475 - $525 month. 
505-5551. 
1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park, 
newly renovated, $475/month, heai:/ 
water paid, parking, laundry, A/C 
and balcony. Call 807-9832. 
Spacious one bedroom. Fur-
nished with utilities paid. washer/ 
,dryer. 2 blocks to campus. Must 
See, Av.ailable June 1st. $495 Mo. 
241~4107. 
House for rent on Eden Park. 
Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Park~ 
ing, laundry and A/C. · $350-$540 
a month plus utilities. Call 281-
0825. 
6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less than one 
. mile from campus in Norwood. 
Maid service free of charge, new 
windows/siding, off-street parking, 
large back yard with garage. Call 
513-708-5287 .. 
See ya next week. Murphout. 
Awesome 3 Bedroom Apart-
.ments on Dana Ave. Fully fur-· 
nished. Laundry on site. Must see. 
241-4107. . 
Four bedroom renovated apart~ 
ment, two baths, front porch, off 
street parking, A/C, heat and water 
paid, walk .to campus,$1150/mo, 
Adam608-0887 
Three bedroom renovated apart-
ment, two baths, front porch, off 
street parking, A/C, heat paid, walk 
to campus,$1050/mo, Adam 608-
0 8 8 7 
3741 Spencer, Newly renovated, 
· 4bdrms, CA, Driveway,deck, WD, 
no pets'. Available 6/1 or can wait 
August! $350pp + util. (513) 984-
8576 
Features include: free laundry, se-
curity system, free.water, spacious 
·rooms, private fenced backyard, air 
conditioning/central a.ir, very well 
maintained, short walk to campus. 
Available in June 2003. Only 
$1,550.00 per month. 1761 Dana. 
Must see!! More information call 
513-886-8633. 
. 891-0398 I 
1 & 2 bdrm apt for rent - newly 
renovated, balcony, hardwood,· off 
-street park, 5 min walk to XU. 
$550 l $780 1023 Dana 891-0398 / . 
LaurawithCrown@aol.com. 
Furnished Five bedroom with-
2 ~bowers. 938 Dana Ave., laundry 
on site. AvailableJune 1st. Walk to 
class! Call Scott 315-7611. 
House for rent: Walk to cam-
pus .. 516 bdrm, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, · 
LaurawithCr.own@aol.com. 
3-4 BR House, 1.5 miles from 
campus, maid-service, off-~treet 
parking with 2-car garage, new win-
dows and siding - $1050/Month. 
Cail 513-675-8714. 
Apartment for rent. 5-8 bdrm 
across from XU on Danna. $250 to 
.$300 per person; Call 616-9000. 
· Large two~bedroom apartment. 
· with living room, dining roomand 
kitchen.' Private entrance, off-street ' 
parking, two balconies, laundry. 
New kitchen,' bath, paint and car-
pet. Easy two block wal~ to cam- · 
pus. 6 month or 1 year-lease. Avail-
able immediately $600/month. 
One-month deposit. 769-4898. 
1945 Cleneay, lbdrqi,Available 
Now! No lease. Walk to Campus, · 
XU students in same bldg., W!D,. 
$375 +electric (51~) 984-8576 
. . ~ 
House for rent -Available 6/03, ·· 
5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs, 
unique· architectu{'.e throughout. 
3.909 Elsmere .. 891~0398 I · 
LaurawithCrown@aol.com 
